Preparation of this finding aid was made possible by funding received from the Kingsmill Family that supported the creation of the Kingsmill Family Student Experience Co-op position, which was filled by Vanessa Szpurko in 2016.
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Biographical Sketch/Administrative History

Kingsmill’s Ltd: The iconic Kingsmill department store was founded as a dry goods store in London, Ontario in 1865 by Thomas Frazer Kingsmill (1840-1915). He and his wife, Anne immigrated from County Tipperary, Ireland in 1858. Kingsmill's department store was successfully run by Thomas Frazer Kingsmill's direct descendants until it closed in 2014. The history of the family is inextricably linked with that of the store.

The store at 130 Dundas street, London, Ontario operated from 1876-2014. It survived two fires (1911 and 1932) and expanded over the years to include at times: a carpet warehouse, a Chatham location and a kitchen store (2001 -2014). The Kingsmill family also operated a real estate business in London and surrounding areas in Southwestern Ontario in the early 20th century. The first family farm, Bellevue was sold to Western University for their new campus in 1916. The family later owned and operated a dairy at Bellevue Park Farm off of Sarnia Road. The store continued to operate successfully in the same location at until its closing.

The Kingsmill family has contributed significantly to the social, political and religious life of the city of London. Family members were well-known in many different local circles, acting as chairs, presidents and committee members for a number of commercial, academic, religious, political and charitable organizations. Thomas Ford Kingsmill served as Mayor of London from 1936-1938. George Frederick Kingsmill was a board member at Huron College, and as the bell-ringer and clock maintenance worker at St. Paul's Cathedral for most of his life. Thomas Frazer Kingsmill, Thomas Frazer Kingsmill Jr, Thomas Ford Kingsmill, George Frederick Kingsmill and T. Fred Kingsmill were all actively involved in London's Masonic community. Thomas Frederick Kingsmill was a major member of London's Downtown Business Association, as well as the Ad and Sales Club. Henry Ardagh Kingsmill and George Frederick Kingsmill were active in the military, serving in WWI.

When the store closed, it had grown to 73,000 square feet on five floors and had operated successfully for 148 years. Tim Kingsmill, the last store president, closed Kingsmill's Department Store on August 10, 2014.

Scope and Content
The fonds consists of letters, deeds, scrapbooks, photographs, advertisements, press clippings, ephemera and works of art related to individual family members, the family as a whole, and various family business ventures.
Custodial History
Papers resided in Kingsmill's Department Store or with Kingsmill family members until donated to Western University.

Arrangement
The fonds is arranged into the following series:
Series 1: Kingsmill Family Members
Series 2: Advertising
Series 3: Kingsmill's Employees
Series 4: Deeds
Series 5: Store Policy and Administration
Series 6: Photographs
Series 7: Ephemera
Series 8: Kingsmill's Department Store Ephemera
Series 9: Kingsmill Family History

Title Notes
Titles based on provenance of the fonds.
Series Descriptions

AFC 388-S1 Kingsmill Family Members.
ca. mid 1800's - 2014.
41.4 cm of textual records
6 volumes
144 photographs
3 pieces of art
2 items
1 reel to reel tape

Scope and Content
This series contains correspondence, press clippings, promotional materials, other documents and photographs relating to individual Kingsmill family members.

Arrangement
The series is arranged into the following subseries, which is organized chronologically by date of birth.

Subseries 1: Thomas Frazer Kingsmill
Subseries 2: Robert Frazer Kingsmill
Subseries 3: Thomas Frazer Kingsmill Jr.
Subseries 4: Henry Ardagh Kingsmill
Subseries 5: Arthur Kingsmill
Subseries 6: James William Kingsmill
Subseries 7: Thomas Ford Kingsmill
Subseries 8: George Frederick Kingsmill
Subseries 9: Alice Ruth Kingsmill Hodgins
Subseries 10: Katharine Elizabeth (Kingsmill) Burdick
Subseries 11: Mary Netta (Kingsmill) Brandon
Subseries 12: Thomas Frederick Kingsmill
Subseries 13: Timothy Frederick Kingsmill

AFC 388-S1-SS1 Thomas Frazer Kingsmill.
ca. mid 1800's - 2014.
3.25 cm of textual records
13 photographs

Biographical Sketch/Administrative History
Thomas Frazer Kingsmill had a 2nd bigamous marriage to Margaret (Gill) Kingsmill. They had 3 children: Percy Kingsmill, Irene Kingsmill and Vernon Kingsmill.
Thomas Frazer Kingsmill founded Kingsmill's as a dry goods store in London in March 1865. He also opened Kingsmill's Carpet Warehouse, which closed in the early-middle 1900's. He was President of Kingsmill's until his death in 1915. After his death Margaret went to court to challenge his will, which left the bulk of the estate to Thomas Frazer Kingsmill Jr. She declared Thomas Frazer Sr. intended to leave the Kingsmill Carpet

Scope and Content
This subseries contains correspondence, press clippings, other documents and photographs relating to Thomas Frazer Kingsmill.
AFC 388-S1-SS1-F1 The Founder 1/3. -- ca. mid 1800's - 2014. -- 3 5x7 photos, 1 5.75x6.75 photo, 3 8.5x11 photos, 3 4.25x6.5 photos, 1 8x10 photo, 1 4x6 photo, 1 10.5x14.25 photo in cardboard sleeve. -- Box Number AFC 388-9/1

AFC 388-S1-SS1-F2 The Founder 2/3. -- ca. 1869 - 1916. -- Box Number AFC 388-9/2

AFC 388-S1-SS1-F3 The Founder 3/3. -- ca. mid 1800's - 2014. -- 1 2.25x15.25 clipping, 1 2.75x15.5 clipping, Kingsmill Button. -- Box Number AFC 388-9/3

AFC 388-S1-SS1-F4 The Founder - Photocopies. -- ca. 1860's - 1920. -- Box Number AFC 388-9/4

AFC 388-S1-SS1-F5 Scottish Amicable Life Assurance Society. -- 1845-1914. -- Box Number AFC 388-9/5

AFC 388-S1-SS1-F6 Confederation Life Association. -- 1877-1912. -- Box Number AFC 388-9/6

AFC 388-S1-SS1-F7 Canada Life Assurance Company. -- 1910-1914. -- Box Number AFC 388-9/7

AFC 388-S1-SS1-F8 Assorted assurance paperwork. -- 1900-1913. -- Box Number AFC 388-9/8

AFC 388-S1-SS1-F9 Three living Londoners among 51 people honoured . -- ca. 1980's - 2010's. -- Box Number AFC 388-9/9

AFC 388-S1-SS1-F10 The London Centennial Review . -- ca. 1930's . -- Box Number AFC 388-9/10

AFC 388-S1-SS2 Robert Frazer Kingsmill. ca. mid 1800's - 1902.
1 mm of textual records

Biographical Sketch/Administrative History

Kingsmill, Robert Frazer: Robert Frazer Kingsmill was the brother of Thomas Frazer Kingsmill. He immigrated with his mother Mary (Frazer) Kingsmill to Toronto in 1952. He married Mary E. Centrillion and together they had 5 children: James William, Thomas Frazer, Robert, Arthur Henry and Frank J. He operated a dry goods store on Dundas St, a couple of doors away from his brother Thomas Frazer.

Scope and Content
This subseries contains correspondence, press clippings, promotional materials, other documents and photographs relating to Robert Frazer Kingsmill.

AFC 388-S1-SS2-F1 R.F Kingsmill. -- Mid-late 1800's - 2010'S. -- Box Number AFC 388-9/11

AFC 388-S1-SS2-F2 Photocopy of advertisement for paper, with Robert Fraser address handwritten above . -- ca. Feb 19th, 1902. -- Photocopy. -- Box Number AFC 388-9/12


AFC 388-S1-SS3 Thomas Frazer Kingsmill Jr. ca. late 1800's - 1939.
5.5 cm of textual records
1 volume

Biographical Sketch/Administrative History

Kingsmill Jr., Thomas Frazer: Thomas Frazer Kingsmill Jr.caps caps0 was born September 1,
1865. He was the son of Thomas Frazer Kingsmill and Anne Ardagh Burris Kingsmill. He married Kate Isobel Ford (1861-1940) of England on June 18, 1890 in a double wedding along with his sister Alice Maud and her husband Edgar Bray. It was the last wedding at St Jerome’s Church, Old London. The reception was held at Bellevue Farm. Together, they had three children: Thomas Ford, George Frederick and Alice Ruth.

Thomas Frazer Kingsmill Jr. started working at Kingsmill's in 1878 and ran the company from 1915 - 1939. He rebuilt the store from the ground up twice, after fires in 1911 and 1932. He was a life member of St. John's Lodge 209A of the Masonic Order, and Mocha Temple. He was also active in the local Anglican community at St. George's Church and St. Paul's Cathedral, and was an ordained Anglican Minister.

He died suddenly of a heart attack in 1939 at the age of 74.

Scope and Content
This subseries contains correspondence, press clippings, promotional materials, other documents and photographs relating to Thomas Frazer Kingsmill Jr.


AFC 388 S1-SS3-F4 Thomas Fraser Kingsmill Jr. and Kingsmill's Department Store . -- ca. late 1800's - 1930's. -- Photocopy of article . -- Box Number AFC 388-9/17

AFC 388-S1-SS3-F1 Kate Isabel (Ford) Kingsmill - wife of Thomas Fraser Jr. -- ca. late 1800's - early 1900's. -- Box Number AFC 388-9/14

AFC 388-S1-SS3-F2 London Old Boys Reunion. -- August. 1923. -- Volume, fragile. 8x 11. . -- Box Number AFC 388-9/15


AFC 388-S1-SS3-F6 Ordainment in Holy Order of Preists (T. Fraser Kingmill), Leave of Absence . -- 1891-1892. -- Box Number AFC 388-9/19

AFC 388-S1-SS3-F7 Wills of T.F. Kingsmill JR and Kate Isabel (Ford) Kingsmill. -- ca. 1900 -1935. -- Box Number AFC 388-9/20

AFC 388-S1-SS3-F8 [press clipping with pictures of T.F Kingsmill, Sr. and T.F. Kingsmill, Jr.]. -- ca. 1920's -1939. -- Box Number AFC 388-9/21

AFC 388-S1-SS4 Henry Ardagh Kingsmill.
1894-2014.

Biographical Sketch/Administrative History

He graduated with a medical degree from Western University in 1895, and served in the Canadian Army Medical Corps. His name is on a campus plaque honouring Western University's soldiers of WWI. He died during a soldier's flu epidemic in 1920 at the age of 53.

Scope and Content
This subseries contains correspondence, press clippings, other documents, artwork and photographs relating to Henry Ardagh Kingsmill.

AFC 388-S1-SS4-F1 Henry Ardagh Kingsmill. -- 2000's. -- Box Number AFC 388-9/22

AFC 388-S1-SS4-F2 Henry Ardagh Kingsmill. -- 1894 - 2014. -- Box Number AFC 388-9/23

AFC 388-S1-SS4-F3 Henry Ardagh Kingsmill. -- 1983. -- Box Number AFC 388-27/1

AFC 388-S1-SS5 Arthur Kingsmill. 1898-2010. 1 mm of textual records

Biographical Sketch/Administrative History
Kingsmill, Arthur: Arthur Kingsmill was born in 1870 and died 1898. Son of Thomas Frazer Kingsmill and Anne (Ardagh) (Burris) Kingsmill. He married Jane "Jennie" King on July 1, 1891. Together they had three children: Arthur King, Jack Ardagh and Marjorie. Arthur ran a second Kingsmill's location on King Street in Chatham, across from the market. Arthur died tragically young at the age of 28 from blood poisoning and the Chatham Kingsmill's location closed for good.

Scope and Content
This subseries contains correspondence, other documents and photographs relating to Henry Ardagh Kingsmill.

AFC 388-S1-SS5-F1 Arthur Kingsmill 1870-1898. -- 1898-2010. -- Box Number AFC 388-9/24

AFC 388-S1-SS6 James Kingsmill. 1900. 1 photograph

Biographical Sketch/Administrative History
Kingsmill, James: James Kingsmill (1885-1945) was the son of Robert Frazer Kingsmill and Mary F Centrillion. Brother of Thomas Frazer, Robert, Arthur and Frank J. NOTE: He and his siblings are nephews of founder Thomas Frazer Kingsmill and Arthur Kingsmill, not to be confused as the same people.

Scope and Content
This subseries contains a reprint of a graduating class photo from Forest City Business and Shorthand College (1900). James Kingsmill is #1 in the legend.

AFC 388-S1-SS6-F1 Forest City Business and Shorthand College. -- 1900. -- Box Number AFC 388-25/1

AFC 388-S1-SS7 Thomas Ford Kingsmill. ca. late 1800's - 2014. 5 cm of textual records 2 volumes 7 photographs 1 piece of art 1 item

Biographical Sketch/Administrative History
Kingsmill, Thomas Ford: Born April 24, 1891. Died March 29, 1970. Son of Thomas Frazer Kingsmill (Jr.) and Kate Isabel (Ford) Kingsmill. Brother of George Frederick Kingsmill and Alice Ruth (Kingsmill) Hodgins. He married Margaret Campbell (October 10, 1889 - June 25, 1968) on October 27, 1917. They had one child, Katherine Elizabeth.

Thomas Ford Kingsmill was heavily involved in the London community. He was elected to the Victoria Hospital Trust 3 times, and resigned to run for mayor. He was elected Mayor of London
in 1936, 1937 and 1938. He then returned to the Victoria Hospital Trust. Appointed provincial representative on the Hospital Trust in 1948, serving until 1960. He was a member of: Kiwanis Club, St Paul's Cathedral's Men's Club, St. John's Lodge No. 209a, Mocha Shrine, Knights Templars and the Orange Order. Was a 32nd degree Mason in the Scottish Rite.

He became managing director of Kingsmill's Limited in 1915 when his father Thomas Frazer Jr. became head of the business. He was subsequently elected president and general manager of Kingsmill's Ltd in 1939 upon the death of his father. Remained as such until 1968, when he relinquished the position but remained as director until his death. He held a directorship in the Ontario branch of the Retail Merchants Association, and was active in the London Chamber of Commerce.

Scope and Content
This series contains correspondence, press clippings, promotional materials, other documents and photographs relating to Thomas Ford Kingsmill.

AFC 388-S1-SS7-F1  Golden Jubilee School of Nursing: 1883 - 1933. -- 1933. -- Box Number AFC 388-9/25

AFC 388-S1-SS7-F2 Thomas Ford Kingsmill as Mayor of London . -- ca. 1937-1939. -- Box Number AFC 338-9/26


AFC 388-S1-SS7-F4 Thomas Ford Kingsmill - Biographical information and Obituaries. -- 1937-ca. 2014. -- Box Number AFC 388-9/28

AFC 388-S1-SS7-F5 Crystal Palace, London England. -- June 1888. -- 7.5 x 10.5 frame containing two art pieces (paint and fabric). Art pieces VERY fragile, frame in decent shape.. -- Box Number AFC 388-23/1

AFC 388-S1-SS7-F6 [Mayor (Thomas Ford) Kingmill wooden block with copper? Plate]. -- ca. 1930's. -- Box Number AFC 388-23/2

AFC 388-S1-SS7-F7 [memorial sign for Thomas Ford. Kingsmill]. -- ca. 1970. -- Box Number AFC 388-23/3

AFC 388-S1-SS7-F8 London, Canada Coronation Souvenir. -- 1937. -- 1 volume. -- Box Number AFC 388-23/4

AFC 388-S1-SS7-F9 Thomas Ford Kingsmill . -- Late 1800's - 2014 . -- 4 5x7 photos, 1 3.5x5 photo, 1 4x5 photo, 1 2x3 photo. -- Box Number AFC 388-9/29

AFC 388-S1-SS7-F10 Letter from Edith Mitchener. -- 1945. -- Box Number AFC 388-9/30

AFC 388-S1-SS8 George Frederick Kingsmill. ca.1905-2011. 15 cm of textual records 3 volumes 64 photographs 1 item 1 reel to reel tape

Biographical Sketch/Administrative History
Kingsmill, George Frederick: George Frederick Kingsmill (1892-1973). Son of Thomas Frazer Kingsmill Jr. and Kate Isabel (Ford) Kingsmill. He and Netta May Nixon (June 1, 1888 - August 30, 1976) were married on October 11, 1918. They had three children: Mary Netta, Doris, and
Thomas Frederick.

He held a Bachelor of Science in Agriculture and majored in beekeeping at the O.A.C. Upon graduation, he was appointed Assistant Dominion Apiarist.

During WWI he enlisted as a gunner and served in France with “E” Battery. He was decorated as an M.B.E (Member of the Most Excellent Order of the British Empire) and for Civilian Service in WWII.

He was involved in the London community including: as a member of Huron College Council; Chairman, Dependents Board of Trustees, London District, 1940-45; a member of the Canadian Consistory Club; Advertising and Sales Club; Camera Club and was Deputy for Ontario Ancient & Accepted Scottish Rite. He was also active in the local Anglican community serving for 43 years as bell-ringer and clock maintainer at St. Paul's Cathedral.

Active in Bellevue Park Farms, Bellevue Park Farms Dairy. He served as Secretary-Treasurer for Kingsmill's Limited from 1920 - 1923.

Scope and Content
This series contains correspondence, press clippings, promotional materials, other documents and photographs relating to George Frederick Kingsmill.

AFC 388 S1-SS8-F2 UWO Doctor of Laws. -- 1963. -- 5 8x10 photos, press clippings, etc.

AFC 388-S1-SS8-AV1 Acceptance Speech At Chamber of Commerce Dinner By Mr. G. Fred Kingsmill . -- May 31, 1967. -- Unknown . -- Box Number AFC 388-3/84

AFC 388-S1-SS8-F1 Netta May (Nixon) Kingsmill. -- ca. 1905 - 2011. -- 1 3 by 4.5 photo, 1 3x3 photo, 1 3.5 x 5 photo, 4 8 x 10 photos . -- Box Number AFC 388-9/31

AFC 388-S1-SS8-F2 UWO Doctor of Laws. -- 1963. -- 5 X 10 photos, press clippings, etc.

AFC 388-S1-SS8-F3 G. Fred Kingsmill . -- ca. 1930's - 2010's. -- 33 8x10 photos,1 6.75 x 4.5 photo, 1 4x6 photo, 1 5x6 photo, 1 3 by 4.5 photo, 1 2.5 by 3 photo, 1 2.5 by 2.75 photo, 1 photo postcard . -- Box Number AFC 388-9/33

AFC 388-S1-SS8-F4 Masonic and Mocha Lodge Materials re: G. Fred Kingsmill [1/2]. -- ca. 1964-2006. -- Box Number AFC 388-9/34

AFC 388-S1-SS8-F5 Masonic and Mocha Lodge Materials re: G. Fred Kingsmill. -- ca. 1930's - 1960's. -- Folded newspaper clipping, 4 5x7 photos, 1 4x6 photo, . -- Box Number AFC 388-9/35

AFC 388-S1-SS8-F6 St. Paul's Cathedral and St. George's Anglican Church . -- ca. 1960's - 2014. -- Box Number AFC 388-9/36

AFC 388-S1-SS8-F7 Hold-up at Bellvue. -- 1959. -- 3 3x5.5 photos, 1 3x5 photo (mugshots). -- Box Number AFC 388-9/37

AFC 388-S1-SS8-F8 Huron College 1863-1965. -- 1963. -- Voume. -- Box Number AFC 388-9/38

AFC 388-S1-SS8-F9 Correspondence and Will re: Death of George Frederick Kingsmill. -- 1973-1976. -- Box Number AFC 388-9/39

AFC 388-S1-SS8-F10 Bells at St. Paul's Cathedral . -- 1870-1998. -- Folded newspaper clippings. -- Box Number AFC 388-9/40
AFC 388-S1-SS8-F11  Churchill: The Life Triumphant. -- 01-May-65. -- Book: Churchill: The Life Triumphant, Inscription: "To Mr. G.F. Kingsmill, M.B.E., L.L.D., assuring him of our prayers and wishing him a speedy recovery, from all his friends on the Corporation of Huron College. [list of signatures]. -- Box Number AFC 388-23/5


Scope and Content
re: G.F. Kingsmill as Huron College chancellor

AFC 388-S1-SS8-F14 [press clipping, likely London Free Press]. -- Clipping. -- Box Number AFC 388-25/12

Scope and Content
re: G.F. Kingsmill and Huron College Silcox Memorial Library

AFC 388-S1-SS8-F16 [press clipping, likely London Free Press]. -- ca. 1950's - 1960's. -- Clipping. -- Box Number AFC 388-25/14
Scope and Content
re: G.F. Kingsmill at Huron College Spring Convocation

Scope and Content
re: history of Huron College

Scope and Content
re: G.F. Kingsmill at induction of Huron College principal Rev. John G. Marden

AFC 388-S1-SS8-F19 [London Free Press, Saturday, December 10, 1960]. -- 10-Dec-60. -- 7.25x23 clipping. -- Box Number AFC 388-25/17
Scope and Content
re: G.F. Kingsmill at Huron College Convocation

AFC 388-S1-SS8-F20 [London Free Press, Monday May 9, 1960]. -- 09-May-60. -- 9x21 clipping. -- Box Number AFC 388-25/18
Scope and Content
re: G.F. Kingsmill at Huron College convocation

AFC 388-S1-SS8-F21 [London Free Press, Monday May 6, 1963]. -- 06-May-63. -- Clipping. -- Box Number AFC 388-25/19
Scope and Content
re: G.F. Kingsmill at Huron College Convocation

AFC 388-S1-SS8-F22 [Letter to Aunt Ruth from Doris and Merv]. -- ca. 1970's - 2010's. -- Box Number AFC 388-9/41
Scope and Content
Letter to G.F. Kingsmill's sister Alice Ruth from his daughter Doris
AFC 388-S1-SS8-F23 Huron College . -- ca. 1960's - 1970's . -- 1 4.5x6.5 photo, 1 8x10 photo, Press clippings, photocopies of press clippings, brochures, calendar, event invitation, programmes. -- Box Number Huron College

AFC 388-S1-SS8-F24 [press clippings]. -- ca. 1950's - 1960's . -- Box Number AFC 388-25

Scope and Content

re: Steele at Trinity Anglican Church in Saint John coming down

AFC 388-S1-SS8-F25 The Cathedral Bells . -- October 27.2011. -- Box Number AFC 388-9/43

Scope and Content

Re: George Frederick Kingsmill as bellringer

AFC 388-S1-SS8-F26 George Frederick Kingsmill - Photos [1/2]. -- Box Number AFC 388-9/44

AFC 388-S1-SS8-F27 George Frederick Kingsmill - Photos [2/2]. -- Box Number AFC 388-9/45

AFC 388-S1-SS8-F28 Friends and Comrades-Vimy Branch #145. -- 1990. -- Box Number AFC 388-9/46

AFC 388-S1-SS8-F29 George Frederick Kingsmill Military . -- 1908-2009. -- Box Number AFC 388-9/47

AFC 388-S1-SS8-F30 John Fitzgerald Kennedy..As We Remember Him. -- 1965. -- Book - London Lodge of Perfection honouring G. Fred booklet pasted on front page . -- Box Number AFC 388-24/1

AFC 388-S1-SS8-F31 Order of the British Empire - George Frederick Kingsmill . -- July 1947. -- Box Number AFC 388-26/6

Scope and Content

Signed by Queen (Mother) Mary and King George the Sixth, Note from St. James’s Palace also attached

AFC 388-S1-SS8-F32 Press clippings re: George Frederick Kingsmill outside of store. -- ca. 1940's - 1960's. -- Box Number AFC 388-26/8

AFC 388-S1-SS9 Alice Ruth (Kingsmill) Hodgins.

ca. 1940's - 1960's.

.5 mm of textual records

1 item

Biographical Sketch/Administrative History

Hodgins, Alice Ruth (Kingsmill): Alice Ruth was born August 22, 1900 and was the daughter of Thomas Frazer Kingsmill Jr. and Kate Isabel (Ford) Kingsmill. She was sister of Thomas Ford Kingsmill and George Frederick Kingsmill.

She married Dr. Emerson Leroy Hodgins (April 28, 1878 -August 26, 1971) on September 26, 1926. They had two children: Thomas Emerson and Arthur Frazer.

Scope and Content

Prescription pad paper for Dr. Emerson L. Hodgins and Dr. Thomas E. Hodgins. (Husband and son of Alice Ruth Kingsmill Hodgins)

AFC 388-S1-SS9-F1 Prescription pad paper for Dr. Emerson L. Hodgins and Dr. Thomas E. Hodgins. (Husband and son of Alice Ruth Kingsmill Hodgins). -- ca. 1940s-1960s. -- Box Number AFC 388-9/47
Norman Burdick
ca. 1960's - 1992
1 cm of textual records

Biographical Sketch/Administrative History
Burdick, Norman George:

Scope and Content
This subseries contains correspondence, press clippings and other documents relating to Norman George Burdick.


Mary Netta (Kingsmill) Brandon
ca. 2011
1 mm of textual record

Biographical Sketch/Administrative History

Scope and Content
This subseries contains a clipping from a Western Alumni publication, wherein she is listed under the “In Memoriam” section.

AFC 388-S1-SS11-F1 In Memoriam (Mary Netta Kingsmill Brandon). -- ca. 2011. -- Box Number AFC 388-9/49

Thomas Frederick Kingsmill
ca. 1930's - 2014
11 cm of textual material
59 photographs
1 piece of art

Biographical Sketch/Administrative History
Kingsmill, Thomas Frederick: Born December 18, 1928. Son of George Frederick Kingsmill and Netta May (Nixon) Kingsmill. Fred married Clarissa "Claire" Barker (June 20, 193(1?) - ) on October 31, 1952. They had two children: Timothy Frederick and Anne Ardagh.

He was very active in the London business and retail community. He was a major member of London's Downtown Business Association, as well as the Ad and Sales Club. In 1990, he received a letter from Prime Minister Brian Mulroney congratulating him on the 125th Anniversary of Kingsmill's department store. He is noted for his dedication to charitable works, including Victoria Hospital and The Salvation Army.

He was awarded the Ontario Medal of Good Citizenship in 1991 which recognizes those who have made exceptional long-term efforts towards the well-being of their community.

He was President of Kingsmill Limited from 1970 - 2003.

Scope and Content
This subseries contains correspondence, press clippings, promotional materials, other documents and photographs relating to Thomas Frederick Kingsmill.

AFC 388 S1-SS12-F5 T. Fred Kingsmill 2/2. -- ca. 1930 - 1990
AFC 388 S1-SS12-F7 Fred Kingsmill - Ontario Medal Good Citizenship [2/2]. -- 1991. -- 2 3.5x4.5 photos, 10 4x6 photos, 2 8x10 photos

AFC 388 S1-SS12-F8 University of Guelph . -- 1964-1989

AFC 388 S1-SS12-F9 Downtown London Association . -- ca. 1960's

AFC 388 S1-SS12-F10 JA Business Hall of Fame . -- 1999. -- 1 8x10 photo, 1 5x7 photo, 1 2x3 photo

AFC 388 S1-SS12-F11 125th Anniversary . -- 1990. -- 12 4x5 photos, 4 4x6 photos, 14 5x7 photos, 10 8x10 photos

AFC 388 S1-SS12-F12 Ad and Sales [Club]. -- ca. 1960's. -- 1 12.5 long newspaper clipping, too big for folder

AFC 388-S1-SS12-F1 Honouring T. Fred Kingsmill on Kingsmill's Limited 125th anniversary . -- September. 10, 1990

AFC 388-S1-SS12-F2 T. Fred - Correspondence . -- ca. 1960's - 1990's

AFC 388-S1-SS12-F3 [letter from PM Brian Mulroney]. -- September 10. 1990

AFC 388-S1-SS12-F4 T. Fred Kingsmill 1/2. -- ca.1992-2014

AFC 388-S1-SS12-F13 Thomas Fred Kingsmill. -- 1960-ca. 2010's. -- 1 6x4 photo, 1 8x10 photo, 1 7.5x22.5 clipping

AFC 388-S1-SS12-F14 Grey booklet with black spine re: Kingsmill's 125th Anniversary. -- 1990

AFC 388-S1-SS12-F15 [sketch of [T.Fred? Kingsmill]. -- 1999. -- Inside 15.5x18 cardboard frame

AFC 388-S1-SS12-F16 [list of speakers at St. Paul's Cathedral, Wednesdays in Lent]. -- ca. 1993


AFC 388-S1-SS12-F18 Interview with Fred Kingsmill. -- ca. 2001-2014

AFC 388-S1-SS12-F19 Press clippings re: Fred Kingsmill outside of store . -- ca. 1960. -- Box Number AFC 388-26/7

AFC 388-S1-SS13 Timothy Frederick Kingsmill.
1999-2014.

2 mm of textual records

Biographical Sketch/Administrative History

Kingsmill, Timothy Frederick: Born November 12, 1954. Son of Thomas Frederick Kingsmill and Clarissa "Claire" (Barker) Kingsmill. Married Laurie Martha Glass on October 3, 1992. They are parents to Emily Kingsmill.

Tim Kingsmill was President of Kingsmill Limited from 2003-2014. He created the first website for Kingsmill's in the 1990's.

In 2001 Kingsmill's expanded into a previously rented space at 128 Dundas to create Kingsmill's Next Door, a specialty kitchen store.

Both the store buildings and the business were put up for sale on September 27, 2013. The store closed for good on August 10, 2014.
Scope and Content
This subseries contains correspondence addressed to Timothy and Laurie re: the department store and a promotional interview with London CityLife.

AFC 388-S1-SS13-F1 [Correspondence (Tim and Laurie re: store). -- 1999-2014. -- Box Number AFC 388-10/16

AFC 388-S1-SS13-F2 London CityLife. -- June-July 2008. -- Box Number AFC 388-10/16
AFC 388-S2 Advertising.
ca. late 1800's - 2014.
103.2 cm of textual records
1 reel to reel tape
1 cassette tape
100 VHS tapes
69 DVD disks
32 volumes
10 posters [graphic material]
8 pieces of art

Scope and Content
This series contains advertisements for Kingsmill's Department Store in both print and audio-visual formats.

Arrangement
The series is arranged into the following subseries:
Subseries 1: Commercials
Subseries 2: London Free Press Advertisements
Subseries 3: Scrapbooks
Subseries 4: Posters
Subseries 5: Broadsheets
Subseries 6: Promotion

AFC 388-S2-SS1 Commercials. 
1 reel to reel tape
1 cassette tape
100 VHS tapes
69 DVD disks

Scope and Content
This subseries contains audio/video commercials for Kingsmill's department store that were aired on television and/or radio. Digital versions of audiovisual materials will be made available to researchers.

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV1 Week of Nov 1 Kingsmill's X-Mas shopping Party. -- ca. November 1999. -- Box Number AFC 388-1
AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV2 Boxing Week. -- 1996. -- Box Number AFC 388-1
AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV3 Red Tag Sale. -- January 1997. -- Box Number AFC 388-1
AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV4 132nd Anniversary Sale. -- August 1997. -- Box Number AFC 388-1
AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV5 Boxing Week. -- December 1997. -- Box Number AFC 388-1
AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV6 Barrymore Showroom Sale. -- March 11, 1997. -- Box Number AFC 388-1
AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV7 131st Anniversary Sale. -- August 30, 1996. -- Box Number AFC 388-1
AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV8 Red Tag Sale. -- July 15, 1996. -- Box Number AFC 388-1
AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV9 Spring Sale. -- April. 1996. -- Box Number AFC 388-1
AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV10 Boxing Week (Friday), Boxing Week (Sale). -- December 1996. -- Box Number AFC 388-1

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV11 Labour Day Sale (Fashion). -- September 1996. -- Box Number AFC 388-1

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV12 Big Summer Sale'97, Half-Price Specials. -- 1997. -- Box Number AFC 388-1

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV13 Big Summer Sale. -- July 8, 1997. -- Box Number AFC 388-1

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV14 Spring Sale '97. -- 1997. -- Box Number AFC 388-1

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV15 Simmons Mattress Sale. -- June 1998. -- Box Number AFC 388-1

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV16 Testimonials. -- August 1998. -- Box Number AFC 388-1

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV17 Testimonials (Rev.) . -- September 9, 1998. -- Box Number AFC 388-1

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV18 Spring Sale. -- March 1998. -- Box Number AFC 388-1

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV19 Simmons Mattress Sale. -- June 1998. -- Box Number AFC 388-1

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV20 China Warehouse Sale. -- October 1998. -- Box Number AFC 388-1

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV21 Carpet Sale. -- May 1998. -- Box Number AFC 388-1

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV22 Anniversary Sale '98. -- 1998. -- Box Number AFC 388-1

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV23 Vendor Presentation. -- ca. 1980's-1990's. -- Box Number AFC 388-1

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV24 Vendor "Wonderbra". -- ca. 1980's-1990's. -- Box Number AFC 388-1

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV25 Kingsmill's Commercials + Newscasts ie: historic plaque. -- ca. 1980's-1990's. -- Box Number AFC 388-1

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV26 Fashion Show. -- ca. 1980's-1990's. -- Box Number AFC 388-1

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV27 March Sale-Giant Tag Sale-Designer Sketches. -- ca. 1980's-1990's. -- Box Number AFC 388-1

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV28 X-Mas Shopping Party, Kingsmill's Client Cassette. -- ca. 1980's-1990's. -- Box Number AFC 388-1

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV29 Kingsmill's Sketches . -- ca. 1980's-1990's. -- Box Number AFC 388-1

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV30 Christmas Shopping Party. -- ca. 1980's-1990's. -- Box Number AFC 388-1

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV31 Client Cassette Vendor - Anniversary . -- ca. 1980's-1990's. -- Box Number AFC 388-1

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV32 Video Tour of Kingsmill's. -- April 1989. -- Box Number AFC 388-1
AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV33 124th X-mas, Kingsmill's Client Cassette . -- ca. 1980's-1990's. -- Box Number AFC 388-1

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV34 Boxing Week (4) January Clearance (3). -- December 1995. -- Box Number AFC 388-1

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV35 128th Anniversary. -- September 1993. -- Box Number AFC 388-1

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV36 Fall '89 Renovations, China Gallery Opening, More Rennovations 35.27, Closed on Sundays . -- ca. 1989-1990. -- Box Number AFC 388-1

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV37 125th Anniversary for Monday September 10, 1990. -- 1990. -- Box Number AFC 388-1

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV38 Kingsmill's Presentation . -- September 10, 1990. -- Box Number AFC 388-1

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV39 Kingsmill's . -- August 1989. -- Box Number AFC 388-1

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV40 TV Commercials . -- 1983-1989. -- Box Number AFC 388-1

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV41 Crowd Footage "Christmas Shopping Party". -- November 1990. -- Box Number AFC 388-1

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV42 Commercials - Fall '94, Testimonials. -- Fall 1994. -- Box Number AFC 388-1

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV43 Michael Doulton . -- ca. 1980's-1990's. -- Box Number AFC 388-1

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV44 Kitchen - REVISED . -- July 2001. -- Box Number AFC 388-2

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV45 Remotes. -- April 2, 2001. -- Box Number AFC 388-2

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV46 T.V.C.C. Hammer Horror Tour (Shot at Kingsmill's). -- 2001. -- Box Number AFC 388-2


AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV48 Website News, NewsNow @ 6. -- October 18 , 2001. -- Box Number AFC 388-2

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV49 Spring Sale **REVISED**. -- April 2001. -- Box Number AFC 388-2

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV50 ER on PR, Kingsmills November 4-8, 2002. -- November 2002. -- Box Number AFC 388-2

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV51 Kingsmill's: Kitchen, Fashion, Furniture, Drapery, Bridal Registry . -- May 2002. -- Box Number AFC 388-2

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV52 Mattress Sale. -- June 2002. -- Box Number AFC 388-2


AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV54 Spring Sale. -- March 2002. -- Box Number AFC 388-2


AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV57 Spring Sale 2003. -- March 2003. -- Box Number AFC 388-2
AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV59 Lights, Camera, Fashion (PROMO). -- October 2003. -- Box Number AFC 388-2
AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV60 Lights, Camera, Fashion. -- October 2003. -- Box Number AFC 388-2
AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV62 News Now @ 6, Linda Lundstrom . -- October 10, 2003. -- Box Number AFC 388-2
AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV63 Linda Lundstrom. -- October 7, 2003. -- Box Number AFC 388-2
AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV64 New Day PreNewlywed Game/Wedding Week. -- September 29, 2003. -- Box Number AFC 388-2
AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV66 Season's Greetings '98. -- 1998. -- Box Number AFC 388-2
AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV68 New Day Kingsmill's Promotion . -- 1999. -- Box Number AFC 388-2
AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV69 Christmas Shopping Party. -- October 1999. -- Box Number AFC 388-2
AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV70 Spring Sale '99. -- 1999. -- Box Number AFC 388-2
AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV71 Anniversary '99. -- 1999. -- Box Number AFC 388-2
AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV72 Red Tag & Mattress. -- June 2000. -- Box Number AFC 388-2
AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV73 Testimonial Field # 1 with burn-in time code. -- 2000. -- Box Number AFC 388-2
AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV74 Testimonial Field #2 with burn-in time code . -- 2000. -- Box Number AFC 388-2
AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV75 Testimonial Field #3 with burn-in time code . -- 2000. -- Box Number AFC 388-2
AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV76 Spring Sale. -- February 1, 2000. -- Box Number AFC 388-2
AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV77 Greetings. -- January 1999. -- Box Number AFC 388-2
AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV78 Spring Sale . -- March 2000. -- Box Number AFC 388-2
AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV79 PR in ER Kingsmill's Week of September 11, 2000. -- September 2000. -- Box Number AFC 388-2
AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV80 Testimonials Field #4 with burn-in time code. -- 2000. -- Box Number AFC 388-2
AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV81 Testimonials. -- May 2000. -- Box Number AFC 388-2
AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV136 Window Coverings Sale - Spring. -- April 20, 2010. -- Box Number AFC 388-3

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV137 Kingsmill's Anniversary. -- Unknown. -- Box Number AFC 388-3

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV138 Kingsmill's Home Store **REVISED**- YOUTUBE. -- March 2, 2010. -- Box Number AFC 388-3

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV139 Kingsmill's Home Store **REVISED #2**. -- March 2, 2010. -- Box Number AFC 388-3

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV140 Kingsmill's Home Store ***REVISED # 2 ** [2]. -- March 2, 2010. -- Box Number AFC 388-3

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV141 Kingsmill's Home Store **REVISED**#2 YouTube Format. -- March 2, 2010. -- Box Number AFC 388-3

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV142 Kingsmill's - Kingsmill's Home Store. -- March 1, 2010. -- Box Number AFC 388-3

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV143 Kingsmill's Home Store **REVISED**. -- March 2, 2010. -- Box Number AFC 388-3

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV144 Kingsmill's Home Store **REVISED** [2]. -- March 2, 2010. -- Box Number AFC 388-3

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV145 London News Furniture. -- June 13, 2010. -- Box Number AFC 388-3

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV146 Window Coverings Eclipse Hunter Douglas. -- September 27, 2011. -- Box Number AFC 388-3

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV147 Mattress Sale. -- May 31, 2011. -- Box Number AFC 388-3

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV148 Spring Sale. -- April 5, 2011. -- Box Number AFC 388-3

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV149 Spanner. -- May 2011. -- Box Number AFC 388-3

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV150 Window Coverings Eclipse - Hunter-WCS. -- February 28, 2011. -- Box Number AFC 388-3

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV151 Spring Sale. -- April 4, 2012. -- Box Number AFC 388-3


AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV153 Carpet Sale - Carpet Sale 1, Carpet Sale 2, Carpet Sale 3. -- April 2012. -- Box Number AFC 388-3

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV154 Mattress Sale. -- May 2012. -- Box Number AFC 388-3

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV155 Window Covering Sale. -- October 2012. -- Box Number AFC 388-3

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV156 Anniversary Sale. -- 2013. -- Box Number AFC 388-3

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV157 Window Coverings Sale Commercials. -- 2013. -- Box Number AFC 388-3

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV158 Fall Carpet Sale. -- 2013. -- Box Number AFC 388-3
AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV159 Window Coverings Sale Commercials Winter. -- 2013. -- Box Number AFC 388-3

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV160 Spring Sale . -- 2013. -- Box Number AFC 388-3

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV161 Spring Sale . -- 2013. -- Box Number AFC 388-3

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV162 Mattress Sale . -- 2013. -- Box Number AFC 388-3

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV163 Carpet Sale . -- 2013. -- Box Number AFC 388-3

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV164 London Business Hall of Fame . -- October 28, 1999. -- Box Number AFC 388-3

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV165 We Remember When. -- 1996. -- Box Number AFC 388-3

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV166 [unlabelled]. -- ca. 1980's-1990's. -- Box Number AFC 388-3

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV167 London Chamber of Commerce, Business Achievement Awards. -- 2011. -- Box Number AFC 388-3

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV168 Kingsmill's History and Architecture. -- 2007. -- Box Number AFC 388-3

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV169 Global Innovator Award, honouring hosewares retailing excellence. -- 2005-2006. -- Box Number AFC 388-3

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV170 Window Coverings Sale - Spring. -- 2010. -- Box Number AFC 388-3

AFC 388-S2-SS1-AV171 Spring Sale . -- 2008

AFC 388-S2-SS1-F172 Digital Copies of Commercials. -- 2016. -- 101 DVDs

Scope and Content
Digital copies of commercials at AFC 388-S2-SS1-F1 to AFC 388-S2-SSF99 as well as AFC 388-S2-SS1-F164 and AFC 388-S2-SS1-F165.
This subseries contains flyers (predominantly 12.5 x 23 inches) or inserts that were published in the London Free Press or distributed along with it.


**AFC 388-S2-SS2-F1 London Free Press Flyers, 1984-2005. -- 1984-2005. -- Box Number AFC 388-4**

**AFC 388-S2-SS2-F3 [Photocopies of press clippings and ads]. -- ca. 1912-1960's**

*Biographical Sketch/Administrative History*

Kingsmill's Ltd: The iconic Kingsmill department store was founded as a dry goods store in London, Ontario in 1865 by Thomas Frazer Kingsmill (1840-1915). He and his wife, Anne immigrated from County Tipperary, Ireland in 1858. Kingsmill's department store was successfully run by Thomas Frazer Kingsmill's direct descendants until it closed in 2014. The history of the family is inextricably linked with that of the store.

The store at 130 Dundas street, London, Ontario operated from 1876-2014. It survived two fires (1911 and 1932) and expanded over the years to include at times: a carpet warehouse, a Chatham location and a kitchen store (2001 -2014). The Kingsmill family also operated a real estate business in London and surrounding areas in Southwestern Ontario in the early 20th century. The first family farm, Bellevue was sold to Western University for their new campus in 1916. The family later owned and operated a dairy at Bellevue Park Farm off of Sarnia Road. The store continued to operate successfully in the same location at until its closing.

The Kingsmill family has contributed significantly to the social, political and religious life of the city of London. Family members were well-known in many different local circles, acting as chairs, presidents and committee members for a number of commercial, academic, religious, political and charitable organizations. Thomas Ford Kingsmill served as Mayor of London from 1936-1938 George Frederick Kingsmill was a board member at Huron College, and as the bell-ringer and clock maintenance worker at St. Paul's Cathedral for most of his life. Thomas Frazer Kingsmill, Thomas Frazer Kingsmill Jr, Thomas Ford Kingsmill, George Frederick Kingsmill and T. Fred Kingsmill were all actively involved in London's Masonic community. Thomas Frederick Kingsmill was a major member of London's Downtown Business Association, as well as the Ad and Sales Club. Henry Ardagh Kingsmill and George Frederick Kingsmill were active in the military, serving in WWI.

When the store closed, it had grown to 73,000 square feet on five floors and had operated successfully for 148 years. Tim Kingsmill, the last store president, closed Kingsmill's Department Store on August 10, 2014.

**AFC 388-S2-SS2-F4 [Advertisement photocopies]. -- ca. 1950's -1980's**

*Scope and Content*

Mostly photocopies, a few newspaper clippings

**AFC 388-S2-SS3 Scrapbooks.**

*ca. 1932 - 2014.*

*32 volumes*

*Scope and Content*
This subseries contains scrapbooks with print ads for Kingsmill's department store pasted inside. They are organized chronologically.

AFC 388-S2-SS3-F1 Sketch [book]. -- ca. 1932-1991. -- Volume. -- Box Number AFC 388-6/1


AFC 388-S2-SS3-F6 Clipping Book [Kingsmill's Advertisements]. -- June 14, 1988 - April 18, 1989. -- Volume. -- Box Number AFC 388-6/6

AFC 388-S2-SS3-F7 Clipping Book [Latella's Ads Photocopies]. -- September 10, 1988 - September 24, 1993. -- Volume. -- Box Number AFC 388-6/7

AFC 388-S2-SS3-F8 Clipping Book [Kingsmill's Advertisements]. -- April 29, 89 - April 14, 1990. -- Volume. -- Box Number AFC 388-6/8


AFC 388-S2-SS3-F10 Clipping Book [Kingsmill's Advertisements]. -- April 21, 1990 - March 19, 1991. -- Volume. -- Box Number AFC 388-6/10


AFC 388-S2-SS3-F16 Clipping Book [Kingsmill's Advertisements]. -- January 2, 1997 - Feb 1, 1998. -- Volume. -- Box Number AFC 388-6/16

AFC 388-S2-SS3-F17 Clipping Book [Kingsmill's Advertisements]. -- February 14th, 1998 - January 14, 1999. -- Volume. -- Box Number AFC 388-7/1

AFC 388-S2-SS3-F18 Clipping Book [Kingsmill's Advertisements]. -- April 6, 1999 - December 27, 1999. -- Volume. -- Box Number AFC 388-7/2


AFC 388-S2-SS3-F20 Clipping Book [Kingsmill's Advertisements]. -- April 2, 2001 - February 9, 2002. -- Volume. -- Box Number AFC 388-7/4
AFC 388-S2-SS3-F21 Clipping Book [Kingsmill's Advertisements]. -- March 29, 2002 - 2003. -- Volume. -- Box Number AFC 388-7/5

AFC 388-S2-SS3-F22 Clipping Book [Kingsmill's Advertisements]. -- April 1, 2003 - November 26, 2004. -- Volume. -- Box Number AFC 388-7/6


AFC 388-S2-SS3-F24 [Black scrapbook]. -- ca. 2005 - 2014. -- Volume. -- Box Number AFC 388-7/8


AFC 388-S2-SS3-F26 Clipping Book [Kingsmill's Advertisements]. -- December 6, 2007 - December 27, 2008. -- Volume. -- Box Number AFC 388-8/1


AFC 388-S2-SS3-F28 Clipping Book [Kingsmill's Advertisements]. -- November 4, 2010 - September 15, 2012. -- Volume. -- Box Number AFC 388-8/3

AFC 388-S2-SS3-F29 Clipping Book [Metro] [Kingsmill's Advertisements]. -- April 28, 2011 - July 14, 2011. -- Volume. -- Box Number AFC 388-8/4


AFC 388-S2-SS3-F31 Clipping Book [Kingsmill's Advertisements]. -- December 2013 - September 6, 2014. -- Volume. -- Box Number AFC 388-8/6

AFC 388-S2-SS3-F32 [Black scrapbook] [Kingsmill's Advertisements]. -- ca. 2014. -- Volume. -- Box Number AFC 388-8/7

10 posters [graphic material]

Scope and Content
This subseries contains large posters used as promotional materials for various events at Kingsmill's department store.

AFC 388-S2-SS4-F1 Canada, 2006 International Home & Housewares Show / gia honouring housewares retailing excellence / Kingsmill's / Sponsored by HomeStyle, Canada's Housewares Magazine. -- 2006. -- 24 x 36 glossy poster. -- Box Number MC 6-10/1

AFC 388-S2-SS4-F2 Kingsmill's Company History. -- ca. 1980-2014. -- 20 x 24 poster on backing. -- Box Number MC 6-2/1

AFC 388-S2-SS4-F3 Kingsmill's Since 1865. -- ca. 2003-2014. -- 22.5 x 29 matte poster. -- Box Number MC 6-10/2

AFC 388-S2-SS4-F4 Canadian Gift & Tableware Association 2010 Overall Retailer of the Year, Kingsmill's. -- 2010. -- 27.5 x 39 poster. -- Box Number MC 6-10/3

AFC 388-S2-SS4-F5 Discover the Difference! -- ca. 1980's - 1990's. -- 19 x 32.5 promotional poster on backing. -- Box Number MC 6/3-1
AFC 388-S2-SS4-F6 Liz Claiborne, Cottage On The Cape Casuals, Kingsmill's. -- ca. 1980's - 1990's. -- 22.5 x 30.5 poster on backing. -- Box Number MC 6-2/2

AFC 388-S2-SS4-F7 125th Anniversary Kingsmill's. -- ca. 1990. -- 20 x 24 poster on backing. -- Box Number MC 6-2/3

AFC 388-S2-SS4-F8 Ad & Sales 1987 Finalist, Retailer of the Year, Kingsmill's. -- 1987. -- 25 x 26 poster on backing. -- Box Number MC 6-2/4

AFC 388-S2-SS4-F9 Kingsmill's Wedding Registry. -- ca. 2000-2014. -- 22.5 x 32.25 poster on backing. -- Box Number MC 6/3-2

AFC 388-S2-SS4-F10 Join Us For Our Top Fall 2014 Trends Fashion Presentation, Kingsmill's. -- 2014. -- 22 x 28 glossy poster. -- Box Number MC 6-10/4

AFC 388-S2-SS4-F11 Kingsmill's...A Downtown London Tradition. -- ca. 1991

AFC 388-S2-SS5 Broadsheets. 
ca. mid 1800's - 2010.
8 cm of textual records
Scope and Content
This subseries contains broadsheet-sized (avg. 11.75 x 21.5 inches) textual materials from various newspaper publications regarding Kingsmill's department store. They are predominantly advertisements.

Restrictions
For preservation reasons, restrictions on handling and photocopying may apply to some material.

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F1 Kingsmill's. -- 1826-1926. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/1
AFC 388-S2-SS5-F2 Kingsmill's, The Largest Carpet Warehouse in Canada. -- ca. mid 1800's - early 1900's [photocopy]. -- Box Number MC 6-1/1
AFC 388-S2-SS5-F3 Kingsmill's, Crowding New Values Into Our Great Clearing Sales. -- Jan 19, 1923 [photocopy]. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/2
AFC 388-S2-SS5-F4 Kingsmill's SALE. -- Jan-20. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/3
AFC 388-S2-SS5-F6 Saturday Bargains. -- Mar-16. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/4
AFC 388-S2-SS5-F7 Kingsmill's Furniture Bargains. -- Oct-20. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/5
AFC 388-S2-SS5-F8 T.F. Kingsmill, London & Chatham, The Great Importer of carpets and Dry Goods. -- ca. 1880 [original and photocopy]. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/6
AFC 388-S2-SS5-F9 Kingsmill's Evening Dresses and Tea Gowns. -- December 29, 1904. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/7
AFC 388-S2-SS5-F10 The Great Dry Goods House of the West, Kingsmill's. -- ca. late 1800's - early 1900's. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/8
AFC 388-S2-SS5-F11 Kingsmills Dundas-St, London. -- ca. late 1800s - early 1900's. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/9
AFC 388-S2-SS5-F13 Kingsmills, What About a New Dress for Christmas?. -- December 12, 1905. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/10
AFC 388-S2-SS5-F15 Kingsmill's 60 Separate Skirts on Sale Tuesday at 1/4 Off. -- March 1, 1915. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/11
Kingsmill's The Best Store For Glovers, Hosiery and Corsets. -- March 29, 1916. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/F12

Kingsmill's Special Value in Silk Lingerie. -- December 16, 1920. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/13

Kingsmill's Crowding New Values Into Our Great Clearing Sales. -- ca. early 1900's. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/14

Kingsmill's Famous Christmas Store. -- Oct-02. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/15

2nd Annual Liz Claiborne Fashion Show At Kingsmill's Announced. -- ca. 1980's - 1990's. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/16

Christmas-Just like the ones you used to know. -- ca. 1980's - 1990's. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/17

We've set a place for you. -- April 1990. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/18

Make downtown London Your shopping destination now and for years to come. -- March 3. 1992. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/19

For Members Only - Kingsmill's Passport to Savings. -- ca. 1980's - 1990's. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/20

Kingsmill's Department Store. -- 1998. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/21

Spring Splendors. -- April 1995. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/22

Tax Free Spree. -- 1996. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/23

124 Years of Christmas Traditions. -- Winter 1989/1990. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/24

We're starting the 90's with a 125 year family tradition of retail service. -- 12:00:00 AM. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/25

We've set a place for you. -- 1990. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/26

A Kingsmill's Christmas. -- ca. 1990's. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/27

A Tradition of Excellence. -- ca. August - September, 1986. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/28

Howard Miller Total Home, once-a-year SALES event. -- ca. 2000-2014. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/29

A Kingsmill's Christmas. -- ca. 1990's. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/30

Join Us For Our Biggest Sale Of The Year. -- September 4. 1993. -- Box Number AFC 388-F31

Spring Sale. -- April 2. 1992. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/32

Kingsmill's - A Downtown Tradition. -- December 1991. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/33
AFC 388-S2-SS5-F39 Discover the difference! -- September 3, 1991 -- Box Number AFC 388-12/34

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F40 126th Anniversary Sale -- September 3, 1991 -- Box Number AFC 388-12/35

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F41 125 years of preferential treatment -- September 4, 1990 -- Box Number AFC 388-12/36

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F42 125th Anniversary Sale -- September 20, 1990 -- Box Number AFC 388-12/37

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F43 A family tradition, for over 131 years, of dedication to quality products & service -- ca. 1990's -- Box Number AFC 388-12/38

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F44 128th Anniversary Sale -- September 4, 1993 -- Box Number AFC 388-12/39

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F45 129th Anniversary Sale -- ca. September 129th Anniversary Sale -- Box Number AFC 388-12/40

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F46 Michael Doulton Special Event -- November 24, 2010 -- Box Number AFC 388-12/41

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F47 Kingsmill's Limited -- ca. 1980's - 1990's -- Box Number AFC 388-12/42

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F48 Kingsmill's / Architect's Centennial Commemorative Exhibition -- ca. December 2001 -- Box Number AFC 388-12/43

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F49 August Coat Sale -- July 29, 1989 -- Box Number AFC 388-12/44

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F50 Tax Free Spree -- ca. 1990's -- Box Number AFC 388-12/45

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F51 Important Notice -- ca. March 1992 -- Box Number AFC 388-12/46

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F52 You'll Smile Too -- Spring 1975 -- Box Number AFC 388-12/47

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F53 Boxing Day Blowout -- December 26, 1992 -- Box Number AFC 388-12/48

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F54 We're starting the 90's with a 125 year family tradition of retail service -- January 1, 1990 -- Box Number AFC 388-12/49

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F55 Kingsmill's '89 Spring Sale -- April 11, 1989 -- Box Number AFC 388-12/F50

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F56 Wedding Registry in the China Department -- ca. August 1989 -- Box Number AFC 388-12/51

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F57 Scheepjeswol Sale Cotton Yarns -- Feb 11, 1988 -- Box Number AFC 388-12/52

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F58 123 Years of Christmas Traditions -- December, 1988 -- Box Number AFC 388-12/53

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F59 Christmas Traditions -- November 20, 1986 -- Box Number AFC 388-12/54

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F60 118th Anniversary Sale -- September 6, 1983 -- Box Number AFC 388-12/55
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AFC 388-S2-SS5-F61 We may be 10 years younger, but we've come a long way together. - May 16.1980. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/56

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F62 Kingsmills April Sale. -- April 16.1980. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/57

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F63 Something's Happened at Kingsmill's. -- October 1979-80's. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/58

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F64 Shopping with Jane. -- September 5. 1975. -- Box Number AFC 388/12-59

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F65 Kingsmill's - For Gifts of Tradition / Shopping With Jane. -- December 20. 1974. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/60


AFC 388-S2-SS5-F67 Kingsmill's Ltd. One of London's Most Popular Businesses. -- March 25.1971. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/62

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F68 How Wonderful-It's From Kingsmill's. -- 1966. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/63

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F69 Kingsmill's Summer Sale. -- ca. July 2010. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/64

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F70 Kingsmill's Summer Sale. -- ca. July 19, 2008. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/65

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F71 143rd Anniversary Sale. -- ca. September 13, 2008. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/66

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F72 143rd Anniversary Sale. -- ca. September 2008. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/67

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F73 The Best of Winter Sale. -- ca. January 2009. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/68

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F74 134th Anniversary Sale. -- ca. September 1999. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/69

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F75 Kingsmill's Has It All For 2 Days. -- ca. 1980's - 1990's. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/70

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F76 Spring Sale. -- ca. April 2009. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/71

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F77 Spring Home Furnishings Sale. -- ca. April 2009. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/72

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F78 Announcing Kingsmill's Newly Expanded Dress Department. -- ca. 1990's - 2000's. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/73

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F79 The Best of Winter Sale. -- ca. January 1996. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/74

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F80 Coverings - Canada's floor covering magazine. -- November/December 2008. -- Box Number aFC 388-12/75

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F81 Interior's '81, an interior designers showcase. -- ca. May 1981. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/76
AFC 388-S2-SS5-F82 Day of the Heart . -- February 11. 1988 . -- Box Number AFC 388-12/77

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F83 Echoes Of Other Years . -- April 8. 1981. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/78

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F84 Polish Canadian Women's Association presents 'A Peaches 'n Cream' Afternoon. -- September. 1983. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/79

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F85 Family firms wary of impact . -- June 6. 1981. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/80

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F86 Dundas Street: survivor in mall era . -- January 7. 1984. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/81

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F87 The London Free Press, one of London's oldest establishments salutes another long standing member of the community...Kingsmill's . -- June 22. 1986. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/82

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F88 Clinging to 118 years of tradition . -- February 7. 1984 . -- Box Number AFC 388-12/83

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F89 Family Ties, The business relationship based on blood / Family Affair . -- September 9. 1989 . -- Box Number AFC 388-12/84

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F90 Retailer of the 90's / Retailing in the 90's. -- October 23. 1989. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/85

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F91 Dundas Street Fire . -- November 22. 1982. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/86

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F92 [Press clippings re: Break in at home of G. Fred Kingsmill]. -- December 23. 1959 . -- Box Number AFC 388-12/87

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F93 The Globe and Mail, Toronto . -- June 25. 1942. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/88


AFC 388-S2-SS5-F95 The London Evening Free Press . -- July 22. 1941. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/89

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F96 The London Evening Free Press . -- May 22. 1945. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/90


AFC 388-S2-SS5-F98 The London Free Press . -- September 13. 1950. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/92

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F99 The London Free Press. -- September 13. 1950. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/F93

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F100 The London Evening Free Press . -- May 12. 1956. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/94

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F101 The Free Press, London, Ontario. -- May 16. 1945. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/95
AFC 388-S2-SS5-F102 GFK Huron College. -- ca. 1990's -2014. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/96

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F103 Glossy paper sheets. -- ca. 1990's - 2014. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/97

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F104 The London Free Press. -- Nov-00. -- Box Number AFC 399-12/98

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F105 The London Free Press. -- August 4. 1923. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/99

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F106 The London Free Press. -- December 4. 1934. -- Box Number MC 6-1/3

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F107 The London Free Press. -- December 3. 1934. -- Box Number MC 6-1/4

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F108 Announcing The Opening Today of Kingsmill's Limited. -- September 7. 1932. -- Box Number aFC 388-12/108

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F109 The London Free Press. -- January 7. 1932. -- Box Number MC 6-1/5

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F110 The London Free Press. -- January 8. 1932. -- Box Number MC 6-1/6

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F111 London Evening Advertiser. -- January 7. 1932. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/101

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F112 The Free Press, London, Ontario. -- June 22. 1934. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/102

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F113 70th Anniversary Of Kingsmill's Limited. -- 1935. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/103

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F114 Kingsmill Tradition Woven Into 70 Years of London's History. -- March 14. 1935. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/104

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F115 The London Evening Free Press. -- May 27. 1999. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/105

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F116 The Church. -- August 25. 1843. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/106

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F117 The Free Press. -- February 25. 1907. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/107

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F118 The Mail and Empire. -- October 31. 1933. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/108

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F119 The Free Press. -- September 13, 1880. -- Box Number MC 6-1/7

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F120 Kingsmill's Mid-Summer Sale. -- ca. early to mid 1900's. -- Box Number MC 6-1/8

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F121 Kingsmill's Dundas and Carling Sts. -- October 22, 1894. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/109

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F122 The Greatest of $ Day Bargains We've Ever Offered. -- February. 1926. -- Box Number MC 6-1/9
AFC 388-S2-SS5-F123 The Daily Free Press. -- October 21. 1901. -- Box Number MC 6-1/25

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F124 The Free Press. -- March 17. 1915. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/110

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F125 Obituary - Bruce Roffey McPherson (President and Owner of Gibbard Furniture Shops Ltd). -- ca. June - July 2010. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/111

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F126 Gibbard quality more important than cost . -- October 10. 2008. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/112

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F127 125 Western . -- September.2003. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/113

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F128 Catering to the TV diner . -- February 7. 2009. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/114

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F129 It's beginning to look a lot like Christmas . -- December 14. 2009. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/115

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F130 Looks anyone can live with . -- January 3. 2009. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/116

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F131 Something for ever taste. -- The London Free Press, January 3. 2009. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/117

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F132 Do well, doubt not . -- December 19. 2008. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/118

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F133 Dressing up the streets or the holidays . -- November 27. 2008. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/119

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F134 Vista [photo of former Ontario Furniture Co. building]. -- February 28. 2008. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/120

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F135 Take a walk downtown - come get to know us . -- February 28.2008. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/121

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F136 Take a walk downtown - come get to know us . -- September 25.2008. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/122

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F137 Take a walk downtown - come get to know us . -- October 30. 2008. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/123

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F138 Take a walk downtown on our city sidewalks, busy sidewalks, dressed in holliday cheer. -- December 18.2008. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/124

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F139 Take a walk downtown - come get to know us . -- August 28.2008. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/125

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F140 From wary to merry. -- December 8. 2008. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/126

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F141 Get set for the holidays . -- December 1. 2007. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/127

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F142 Hot tips for a cool yule . -- December 1. 2007. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/128

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F143 Going Local . -- November 19.2007. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/129
AFC 388-S2-SS5-F187 Counting on a Downtown Recovery. -- July 15. 1991. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/173

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F188 Old London businesses credit downtown for long-term success. -- July 29. 1991. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/174

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F189 And the winners are. -- January 15. 1991. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/175

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F190 Memories of a Younger Time: 1939-1945. -- November 10. 1990. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/176

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F191 1840-1990, Happy Birthday London!. -- February 24. 1990. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/177

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F192 These People Made a Difference!. -- January 24. 1990. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/178

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F193 Kingsmill's celebrates 125 years of excellence. -- September 10. 1990. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/179

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F194 Coming Down. -- August 22. 1961. -- Box Number MC 6/1-10

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F195 [article about London in the WWI era]. -- July 29. 1989. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/180

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F196 Interior's '81, an interior designers showcase. -- ca. May 1981. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/181

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F197 Day of the Heart. -- February 11. 1988. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/182

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F198 Echoes Of Other Years. -- April 8. 1981. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/183

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F199 Polish Canadian Women's Association presents 'A Peaches 'n Cream' Afternoon. -- September. 1983. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/184

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F200 Family firms wary of impact. -- June 6. 1981. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/185

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F201 Dundas Street: survivor in mall era. -- January 7. 1984. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/186

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F202 The London Free Press, one of London's oldest establishments salutes another long standing member of the community...Kingsmill's. -- June 22. 1986. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/187

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F203 Clinging to 118 years of tradition. -- February 7. 1984. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/188

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F204 Family Ties, The business relationship based on blood / Family Affair. -- September 9. 1989. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/189

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F205 Retailer of the 90's / Retailing in the 90's. -- October 23. 1989. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/190

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F206 Dundas Street Fire. -- November 22. 1982. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/191

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F207 [Press clippings re: Break in at home of G. Fred Kingsmill]. -- December 23. 1959. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/192

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F251 The London Advertiser. -- October 14, 1901. -- Box Number MC 6-1/14

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F252 The Mail [Toronto] / The Toronto Daily Mail. -- 1876, 1881. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/233

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F253 Kingsmill's - The Largest Carpet Warehouse in Canada. -- June 1897. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/234

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F254 [Kingsmill's newspaper ads]. -- ca. 1920's - 1930's. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/235

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F255 The London Advertiser. -- August 7, ca. 1900. -- Box Number MC 6-1/15

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F256 The London Free Press - 150 Years. -- October 3, 1877 (1990's -2010's). -- Box Number AFC 388-12/236

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F257 The Dry Goods House of the West - T.F. Kingsmill. -- ca. mid - late 1800's. -- Box Number MC 6-1/16

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F258 The Journal. -- July 1, 1901. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/237

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F259 Kingsmills, Largest Retail Importing House West of Toronto. -- May 1879. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/238

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F260 French Sateens for Underskirts. -- January 17, 1905. -- Box Number MC 6-1/17

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F261 The London Advertiser - Cottons, Linens. -- 1905. -- Box Number MC 6-1/18

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F262 The Free Press - Kingsmill's Annual Stock-taking sale. -- 1879. -- Box Number MC 6-1/19

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F263 The Free Press - Annual Stock-Taking Sale. -- March 1, 1879. -- Box Number MC 6-1/20

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F264 The Free Press - Immense Offering of New Goods. -- April 7, 1879. -- Box Number MC 6-1/21

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F265 The Free Press - Grand Exhibition of Millinery. -- April 28, 1879. -- Box Number MC 6-1/22

AFC 388-S2-SS5-F266 The Free Press - Grand Exhibition of Millinery. -- May 7, 1879. -- Box Number MC 6-1/23

AFC 388-S2-SS6 Promotion. ca. 1860 's- 2013.
16.2 cm of textual records
8 pieces of art
Scope and Content
This subseries contains press clippings, small-format advertisements, magazines and other assorted promotional materials for Kingsmill's department store.

AFC 388 S2-SS6-F1 Press printouts re: Selling of the store. -- 2012-2013. -- Box Number AFC 388-10/20
AFC 388 S2-SS6-F2 2010 CGTA Retailer of the Year Entry Form. -- 2010. -- Box Number AFC 388-10/21

AFC 388 S2-SS6-F3 [Promotional press clippings]. -- ca. 1860's-2013. -- 1 12x23.5 newspaper, folded, 1 12x12.5 clipping, folded. -- Box Number AFC 388-10/22

AFC 388 S2-SS6-F4 [Store Awards]. -- 1992-2010. -- Box Number AFC 388-10/23

AFC 388-S2-SS6- F68 London Business Monthly Magazine . -- May-91. -- Box Number AFC 388-13/18

Scope and Content

Interview with downtown retailers, including Fred Kingsmill on Pg. 6

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F5 1932 Fire. -- ca. 1932-1970's. -- Press clippings. -- Box Number AFC 388-10/24

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F6 1911 Fire. -- 1911. -- Photocopies of press clippings. -- Box Number AFC 388-10/25

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F7 Special Events. -- ca. 1980's-2010's. -- Box Number AFC 388-10/26

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F8 Wedding Registry. -- ca. 1970's-2010's. -- Box Number AFC 388-10/27

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F9 Fanshawe College. -- ca. 2014. -- Box Number AFC 388-10/28

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F10 Kingsmill's website. -- 2005. -- Screencaps and promo cards. -- Box Number AFC 388-10/29

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F11 Business Cards/ Receipt. -- ca. 1950's-2013. -- Box Number AFC 388-10/30

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F12 Kingsmill's fire postcard. -- ca. 1911-1932. -- Postcard. -- Box Number AFC 388-10/31

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F13 [Kingsmill's wedding registry promotional materials]. -- ca. 1990's-2014. -- Box Number AFC 388-10/32

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F14 a guided your of the dream home Presented by Kingsmill's / Dream Lifestyles Lottery. -- 2003, ca. 2010. -- Box Number AFC 388-10/33

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F15 Kingsmill's Christmas Shopping Party. -- ca. 1990-2014. -- Box Number AFC 388-10/34

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F16 You deserve the credit, Charge Card Application. -- ca. 1990's-2000's. -- Box Number AFC 388-10/35

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F17 Gift Guides. -- ca. 1970's-1990's. -- Box Number AFC 388-10/36

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F18 [Kingsmill's historical/promotional pamphlets]. -- ca. 1980 - 2014. -- Box Number AFC 388-10/37

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F19 [Emile Henry promotional material]. -- ca. 1990's - 2014. -- Box Number AFC 388-10/38

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F20 [We Remember When TV special promotion]. -- 1996. -- Box Number AFC 388-10/39

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F21 [Old ads from other department stores]. -- Box Number AFC 388-10/40
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AFC 388-S2-SS6-F22 1991/1992 Retailer of the Year Presented to Kingsmills by the London Ad & Sales Club. -- 1992. -- Painted sketch of Kingsmill’s storefront by J. Rogers, inside 19x25 cardboard frame. -- Box Number AFC 388-27/1

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F23 [painting of Kingsmill’s storefront]. -- ca. 1980's -2014. -- Box Number AFC 388-27/2


AFC 388-S2-SS6-F25 Historic Views of London, Ontario, Work Crew on Carling Street, ca. early 1900's. -- 1982. -- Sketch. -- Box Number AFC 388-27/4

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F26 Historic Views of London, Ontario, T.F. Kingsmill's Carpet Warehouse, Carling Street, ca. 1895. -- 1982. -- Sketch and certificate of authenticity. -- Box Number AFC 388-27/5

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F27 Historic Views of London, Ontario, Richmond and King looking south, circa. 1865. -- 1979. -- Sketch by. -- Box Number AFC 388-27/6

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F28 Historic Views of London, Ontario, "Dundas & Richmond - 1897" looking west. -- 1982. -- Sketch by. -- Box Number AFC 388-27/7


AFC 388-S2-SS6-F31 You're invited to...Kingsmill's Weddings Show. -- ca. April-May 2013. -- Box Number AFC 388-25/3

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F32 changeFEST at the former Kingsmill's in support of Matt Brown for mayor, Party for a Better London. -- ca. September - October 2014. -- Box Number AFC 388-25/4


AFC 388-S2-SS6-F34 [Spring Heritage Festival 86 promotional poster and route map]. -- ca. 1986. -- Box Number AFC 388-25/5

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F35 [Press clippings re: 1932 fire, new store rebuilding and opening]. -- ca. 1932-1933. -- Photocopies and original press clippings . -- Box Number AFC 388-10/42
AFC 388-S2-SS6-F38 Blame it on Martha - Kitchen gadgets for food with a flare . -- ca. 2000's - 2010's . -- Photocopy of clipping from London This Week. -- Box Number AFC 388-25/6

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F44 [white paper folded with press material inside]. -- 1893. -- Metropolitan Fashions [T.F. Kingsmill, Dry Goods Importer / Kingsmill's Shoppers Guide . -- Box Number AFC 388-26/1

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F45 Re: Shopping Mall on Dundas Street. -- Simpson's President Restates Mall Opposition . -- Box Number AFC 388-25/7

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F46 Encounter- Sunday News Magazine of The London Free Press. -- 22-Jun-86. -- 1 11.5x12 flyer. -- Box Number AFC 388-25/8

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F47 [Press clippings re: Break-in at Kingsmill's]. -- ca. 1930's - 1950's . -- Box Number AFC 388-10/43

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F48 [Press clipping re: Fire sprinkler damage]. -- Box Number AFC 388-10/44

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F49 J. Patterson Drawing of Kingsmill's . -- 21-Jan-13. -- CD. -- Box Number AFC 388-10/45

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F50 London Collects "1990". -- Nineteen ninety. -- Box Number AFC 388-10/46

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F51 [WQLN flyer]. -- Mar-96. -- Box Number AFC 388-13/1

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F52 London, Canada Invites you to stay a while . -- ca. 1950's - 1980's . -- Box Number AFC 388-13/2

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F53 Interiors 81, an Interior Designers Showcase . -- ca. 1981. -- Box Number AFC 388-13/3

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F54 5th Annual Designers' Showcase, Interiors '85. -- ca. 1985. -- Box Number AFC 388-13/4


AFC 388-S2-SS6-F56 Lifestyle, Inspiration for Home, Garden & Leisure. -- May/June 2010. -- Box Number AFC 388-13/6

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F57 Lifestyle, Inspiration for Home, Garden & Leisure. -- July/August 2005. -- Box Number AFC 388-13/7

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F58 HomeStyle, Canada's Housewares Magazine. -- Mar-06. -- Box Number AFC 388-13/8

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F59 HomeStyle, Canada's Housewares Magazine. -- Jan-07. -- Box Number AFC 388-13/9

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F60 HomeStyle, Canada's Housewares Magazine. -- Jul-07. -- Box Number AFC 388-13/10

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F61 HomeStyle, Canada's Housewares Magazine. -- November, 2005. -- Box Number AFc 388-13/11

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F62 HomeStyle, Canada's Housewares Magazine. -- November, 2005. -- Box Number AFC 388-13/12
AFC 388-S2-SS6-F63 The University of Western Ontario, Alumni Gazette. -- Spring 2009. -- Box Number AFC 388-13/13
Scope and Content
Letter from A.S. (Peter) Kingsmill re: Plaque honouring Western soldiers of Great War

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F64 The University of Western Ontario, Alumni Gazette. -- Fall 2008. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/14
Scope and Content
Reference to Capt. H.A. Kingsmill on WWI memorial plaque

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F65 Interiors nineteen ninety-one. -- 1991. -- Box Number AFC 388-13/15
Scope and Content
Study design by Kingsmill's on Pg 16

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F66 6th annual designer showcase, Interiors '86. -- 1986. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/16
Scope and Content
Family Gathering Room design by Kingsmill's on Pg. 33

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F67 London Business Monthly Magazine. -- Jul-90. -- Box Number AFC 388-13/17
Scope and Content
Profile on Kingsmill's, Pg 31-36

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F69 Business London. -- Apr-10. -- Box Number AFC 388-13/19
Scope and Content
Article on Kingsmill's Next Door, Pg. 6

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F70 CityWoman. -- January/February 2010. -- Box Number AFC 388-13/20
Scope and Content
Interview with Bonnie Muncaster, Interior Design Consultant at Kingsmill's, Pg. 37

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F71 Furniture World [2 copies]. -- April/May 2005. -- Box Number AFC 388-13/21
Scope and Content
Article on Kingsmill's, Pg 80 - 86

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F72 London Citylife. -- December/January 2008. -- Box Number AFC 388-13/22

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F73 London Citylife Magazine. -- August-September 2000. -- Box Number AFC 388-13/23
Scope and Content
Article on Kingsmill's new design centre, Pg. 33-37

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F74 London Magazine. -- May/June 1994. -- Box Number AFC 388-12/24
Scope and Content
Interview on fatherhood, including Tim Kingsmill, on Pg 12

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F75 London Magazine. -- Nov-93. -- Box Number AFC 388-13/25
Scope and Content
Article featuring home accessories, including from Kingsmill's, on Pg. 24
AFC 388-S2-SS6-F76 London's Citylife [3 copies]. -- Fall 1998. -- Box Number AFC 388-13/26

Scope and Content
Article on Kingsmill's, Pg. 33-36

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F77 [Emile Henry promotional material] . -- ca. 1980's -2014. -- Box Number AFC 388-13/17

Scope and Content
Brochure, history, and ad for Jaques Henry at Kingsmill's

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F78 The London Free Press, Celebrating London 200 in 1993, 200 of London's leaders, heroes, athletes and artists, plus many others who are the building blocks of the Forest City. -- 18-Feb-93. -- Box Number AFC 388-13/18

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F79 Macleans. -- Jun-68. -- Box Number AFC 388-13/29

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F80 The London Free Press, Celebrating London 200 in 1993, 200 of London's leaders, heroes, athletes and artists, plus many others who are the building blocks of the Forest City. -- 18-Feb-93. -- Box Number AFC 388-13/30

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F81 London, Ontario, Canada. -- ca. 1980-1999. -- Box Number AFC 388-23/7

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F82 Metropolitan Fashions- Butterick Publishing Company - T.F. Kingsmilk. -- June 1893. -- 4 pages. -- Box Number AFC 388-26/1

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F83 Kingsmilk's Dry Goods - Carpets. -- ca. early-mid 1900's. -- Box Number AFC 388-26/2

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F84 Kingsmilk's Parasols, Parachutes, Sun Umbrellas. -- early - mid 1900's. -- Box Number AFC 388-26/3

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F85 Kingsmilk's Tweeds and [incomplete]. -- November 7. 1904. -- Box Number AFC 388-26/4

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F86 [incomplete Kingsmilk's ad - June Dress Goods Clearing]. -- June 10. 1909. -- Box Number AFC 388-26/5

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F87 Kingsmilk's Shoppers Guide . -- Spring 1893. -- 3 pages. -- Box Number MC 6-1/24

AFC 388-S2-SS6-F88 Toronto Daily Star Clipping re: 1932 Fire. January 8, 1932
AFC 388-S3 Kingsmill's Employees. 
ca. 1925-2014. 
2.5 cm of textual records 
1 volume 
11 photographs 

Scope and Content
This series contains press clippings, photographs, departmental papers and other documents regarding employees of Kingsmill's department store.

AFC 388-S3-F1 Poems by Colleen Chambers. -- ca. 1990-2014. -- Box Number AFC 388-11/1

AFC 388-S3-F2 [Mable Ingram]. -- ca. 1980's. -- Press clipping . -- Box Number AFC 388-11/2

Scope and Content
Re: former Kingsmill employee

AFC 388-S3-F3 [George A. Bates and Oscar F. Lindsay]. -- ca. 1930-1990. -- Dept. managers, Press clipping. -- Box Number AFC 388-11/3

AFC 388-S3-F4 [Employee/Departmental listings and scheduling]. -- ca. 1925-2014. -- Box Number AFC 388-11/4

AFC 388-S3-F5 [Karen Baldwin, 1st Canadian Miss Universe, worked @ Kingsmill's]. -- 1982. -- Press clipppings and sheet music . -- Box Number AFC 388-11/5

AFC 388-S3-F6 Tips 'N Tales [Employee newsletter]. -- ca. 1925-2014. -- Box Number AFC 388-11/6

AFC 388-S3-F7 Employee list of dates worked. -- ca 1940's -1960's. -- Fragile volume. -- Box Number AFC 388-23/8

AFC 388-S3-F8 Kingsmill's Dumbell Revue of 1941- Programme. -- 1941. -- Box Number AFC 388-11/7

AFC 388-S3-F9 [staff paraphenalia]. -- ca.1960's-2014. -- 1 8.5x12 photo, 1 8x10 photo, 1 7x8.75 photo, 4 5x7 photos, 2 4x6 photos, 1 4x5 photo, 1 2.5x3.5 photo. -- Box Number AFC 388-11/8
AFC 388-S4 Deeds.
ca. mid 1800's - 1976.
37.3 cm of textual records

Scope and Content
This series contains legal paperwork (mortgages, land deeds, last will and testaments, fire policy insurance, etc.) Some of the papers are in regards to the Kingsmill land on Dundas Street, while others are in regards to operations of Kingsmill's Real Estate Ltd. The relevance of some of the papers to the Kingsmill family are unclear.

Restrictions
For preservation reasons, restrictions on handling and photocopying may apply to some material.

AFC 388-S4-F1 800 Hellmuth. -- ca. 1869 - 1914. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/1
Scope and Content
Mortgages, Deeds of Land, Tax receipts, Life assurance receipts, [unreadable handwritten papers] - all fairly fragile and folded in envelope

AFC 388-S4-F2 Thos F. Kingsmill sr, Robt. F. Kingsmill, Kingsmill + Kingsmill . -- ca. early 1900's. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/2
Scope and Content
Mortgages, Agreements, Indentures - all fairly fragile and folded in envelope

AFC 388-S4-F3 Kingsmill re Manley, Kingsmill Burriss . -- ca. late 1800's - early 1900's. -- [Empty envelope], loose in box. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/3

AFC 388-S4-F4 77 Kingsmill [unreadable], Old wills + papers April 1925 . -- ca. late 1800's - early 1900's. -- [Empty envelope], loose in box. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/4

AFC 388-S4-F5 c/18/482, Thos. F. Kingsmill re A.J [Llurmah?] Estate. -- ca. late 1800's - early 1900's. -- [Empty envelope], loose in box. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/5

AFC 388-S4-F6 T.F. Kingsmill re Estate, Succession Data, also Original Probate. -- ca. late 1800's - early 1900's. -- [Empty envelope], loose in box. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/6

AFC 388-S4-F7 H.A. Kingsmill To T.F. Kingsmill, Deed of Land situate. -- July 25th, 1894. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/7

AFC 388-S4-F8 Deed - Westerly 17'7" Lot 13, N.S. Dundas Street, purchased from Mason v Murphy, part of 126-132 Dundas St., Conveyed to Kingsmill Real Estate Limited. -- December, 1875. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/8

AFC 388-S4-F9 T.F. Kingsmill Re Party Wall. -- ca. May 31, 1922. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/9

Scope and Content
Agreement between T.F. Kingsmill and Fidelity Trust Company of Ontario, Lot #14 on the North Side of Dundas Street, [Blueprint of lots at Carling Street and Dundas Street - 12 x 23.25]

AFC 388-S4-F10 Kingsmill Limited . -- ca. 1920's . -- Box Number AFC 388-14/10
Scope and Content
Cashier vouchers, Agreements, Indentures, Shares paperwork, T.F. Kingsmill transfer of authority as head of Kingsmills to George Frederick and Thomas Ford, Summary of State of Affairs and Affadavit, Minutes of the First General Meeting of Shareholders, Bylaws of Kingsmill's Limited, Minutes of the First Meeting of Directors

AFC 388-S4-F11 T.F. Kingsmill, Murphy Estate Property, West 17th 7 in lot No. 13, N. Dundas Street . -- ca. late 1800's - early 1900's. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/11
AFC 388-S4-F12 T.F. Kingsmill, Lot 13 N. Dundas. -- ca. late 1800's . -- Box Number AFC 388-14/12

Scope and Content

AFC 388-S4-F13 Deeds (Old) re 126 -132 Dundas Street Purchased from Mason + Murray. Conveyed to Kingsmill Real Estate Limited . -- ca. late 1800's. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/13

AFC 388-S4-F14 Re: Thomas Frazer Kingsmill. -- ca. late 1800's. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/14

AFC 388-S4-F15 [Hand-drawn map of unknown location]. -- ca. late 1800's. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/15

AFC 388-S4-F16 [Empty envelope]. -- ca. late 1800's . -- Box Number AFC 388-14/16

AFC 388-S4-F17 [Ripped off third of paper sheet]. -- ca. late 1800's . -- Box Number AFC 388-14/17

Scope and Content
Largely unreadable, Involving persons named Murphy, Smith, [O] Brien, and [unreadable] Society

AFC 388-S4-F18 [Cheque from The Molsons Bank]. -- 1920. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/18

AFC 388-S4-F19 Deeds 255 Oxford Street [scratched out] [unreadable] Properties. Conveyed to Kingsmill Real Estate Limited . -- ca. late 1800's - early 1900's. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/19

Scope and Content
Empty envelope. Post-it note attached: "255 Oxford St. present day Wendy's"

AFC 388-S4-F20 T.F. Kingsmill re General, 1865-1939. -- 1865-1939. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/20

AFC 388-S4-F21 [Letter from the Continental Life Insurance Company to Mrs. Carrie C. MacLean]. -- 15-Jan-07. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/21

AFC 388-S4-F22 [Letter to Helen from [Norma?] McLean. -- 04-Aug-15. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/22

AFC 388-S4-F23 Re Hammond and Cushing. Further Requisitions on Title. Meredith, Fisher & Beattie. . -- May 27th, 1890. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/23

AFC 388-S4-F24 John Shiles Jr. to C. S. Ha[immond?], Deed of [unreadable] and Quit [Claire]. Registry Office N&E Ridings County of Middlesex. -- Nov 17, 1882, February 28th 1884, September 6th, 1890. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/24
AFC 388-S4-F25 Thos [unreadable] to John Stiles, [Quit Claire?] Registry Office N&E Riding, County of Middlesex. -- September 6th, 1890. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/25

AFC 388-S4-F26 Cushing Farm Oxford St. West. T. Fred. G.F.K - Personal. -- ca. 1900-1930. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/26

Scope and Content
Paper label with handwritten inscription, formerly glued to piece of cardboard from "Julius Kayser & Co. Limited/ Made in Canada/ Fashions from Kayser Square, London

AFC 388-S4-F27 [Canadian Bank of Commerce proof of payment]. -- June 25th, 1890. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/27

Scope and Content
Payment of $2000 dollars by [unreadable]

AFC 388-S4-F28 Deed of Land - The Canada Trust Company to Kathleen Cushing, et al. -- 07-Jan-42. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/28

Scope and Content
Re: Land owned by William Cushing [deceased]

AFC 388-S4-F29 Bank statement, page 2 [only]. -- 15-May-22. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/29

AFC 388-S4-F30 Harriet Jane Baker to T.F. Kingsmill - Discharge of Mortgage. -- May 11th, 1912. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/30

AFC 388-S4-F31 Letter from The Continental Life Insurance Company to Mrs. Carrie C. MacLean. -- March 24th, 1908. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/31

AFC 388-S4-F32 Letter from G.A.P. Brickenden & Co. to F.E. Perrin Esq. -- January 9th, 1929. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/32

AFC 388-S4-F33 Between William P.R. [Stuart] [Executor] under the last will and testament of Charles Stoddart Hammond, deceased [Plaintiff] and Charlotte Hammond, an infant under the age of 21 years [Defendant]. -- May 9, 1888. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/33

AFC 388-S4-F34 In the matter of the South-East part of lot number nineteen in the Second Concession of the Township of London, containing forty acres more or less, Statutory Declaration. -- May, 1943. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/34

Scope and Content
Re: William Frederick Cushing and Edward David Cushing estates, last will and testament

AFC 388-S4-F35 Deed of Land Situate in the City of London in the County of Middlesex - Kathleen Cushing et al to George Frederick Kingsmill. -- April 30th, 1943. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/35

Scope and Content
Re: Lot No. Nineteen in the Second Concession

AFC 388-S4-F36 Memorial No. 6118, James Hawkins to The Honourable George J. Goodhue, Bargain Sale. -- May 2, 1843. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/36

Scope and Content
Re: Folio 486 on the oath of John Isourley of London Gentlemen, Qor M. Burwell, Registrar, H. Burwell Dy

AFC 388-S4-F37 F. I. Hammond to C. Chow, Assignment of Mortgage. -- May 24, 1884. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/37

AFC 388-S4-F38 Charles S. Hammond To F.I. Hammond- Mortgage. -- January 28th, 1886. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/38
Re: Lot. No. 19 in the second Concession,

AFC 388-S4-F39 [Note from The Continental Life Insurance Company to Mrs. C.C. MacLean. -- January 22nd, 1907. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/39

Scope and Content
Re: Change of beneficiary on policy No. 3788,

AFC 388-S4-F40 John Stiles Jr. To C.S. Hammond, Deed of Grant and Quit Claim . -- November 17th, 1882. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/40

Scope and Content
Re: Lot No. 19 in the Second Concession

AFC 388-S4-F41 In the Matter of the title to the S.E. part of Lot 19 in Con. 2. London, Statutory Declaration . -- June 7, 1890. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/41

Scope and Content
Re: Lot No. 19 in the Second Concession

AFC 388-S4-F42 Sunday Papers Re Hammond & Cushing, Title to [unreadable] Cushing by Court order, Enclosed . -- ca. late 1800's- early 1900's. -- Scrap piece of paper, almost ripped in two pieces. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/42

AFC 388-S4-F43 Memorial No. 1688. William Derenzy Esquire and Elizabeth his wife To The Hon. Revd. John Strachan D.D. and others. Bargain and Sale. . -- August 29, 1832. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/43

Scope and Content
Re: Multiple lots, concession numbers and concessions in Aureliasburg and London in Upper Canada

AFC 388-S4-F44 Memorial No. 1980. John Strachan William Allan and John Beverley Robinson To John Hawkins , Bargain & Sale . -- September 2, 1833. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/44

Scope and Content
Lot No. 18 and 19 in the Second Concession, London

AFC 388-S4-F45 Memorial No. 3761, John Hawkins & wife Elizabeth To James Hawkins, Bargain & Sale. -- May 7, 1838. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/45

Scope and Content
Lot No. 19 in the Second concession

AFC 388-S4-F46 In the High Court of Justice Queens Bench Division. Street (Executor) [Plaintiff ] and Hammond et al [Defendant]. Report on Sale.. -- May 19, 1890. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/46

AFC 388-S4-F47 John Stiles Jr. To C.L. Hammond, Deed of Land. -- May 27th, 1882. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/47

Scope and Content
Re: Lot No. 19 in the Second Concession

AFC 388-S4-F48 No. 4358. John Platt & Wife to John Stiles. Quit Claim. . -- May 16th, 1863. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/48

Scope and Content
Re: Lot No. 19 in the Second Concession

AFC 388-S4-F49 [handwritten note re: Lot 19, Second Concession London]. -- ca. late 1800's - early 1900's . -- Box Number AFC 388-14/49
AFC 388-S4-F50 Re: Cushing & Hammond, Requisition for Registrar’s Abstract. . -- May 14, 1890. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/50

_Scope and Content_

Re: Lot No. 19 in the Second Concession

AFC 388-S4-F51 In the Matter of the title to S.E. part Lot 19. Con.2 [unreadable of London, Statutory Declaration. -- May 24th, 1890. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/51

_Scope and Content_

Re: Lot No. 19 in the Second Concession

AFC 388-S4-F52 In the Matter of the title to the South East Part of Lot Number Nineteen in the Second Concession of the Township of London. -- June 11, 1890. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/52

AFC 388-S4-F53 H.C.J., Q.B.D., Street v. Hammond. [unreadable] of Order . -- September 18, 1890. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/53

_Scope and Content_

Re: South East part of Lot No 19 in the Second Concession

AFC 388-S4-F54 H.C.J., Q.B.D., Street v. Hammond. Copy Judgement. . -- May 9, 1888. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/54

_Scope and Content_

Re: Last will and testament of Charles Stoddard Hammond.

AFC 388-S4-F55 Q.B.D., Street vs. Hammond. [Unreadable] to Purchaser Requisitive . -- June 2, 1890. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/55

AFC 388-S4-F56 Surrogate Court. The Estate of Charles S. Hammond. Copy of Probate. . -- April 19, 1886. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/56

_Scope and Content_

Re: Last will and testament/estate of Charles Stoddard Hammond

AFC 388-S4-F57 Re part of Lot No. 19 in the 2nd Concession of the Township of London and re Cushing & Hammond. Requisitions on Title. . -- May 15, 1890. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/57

AFC 388-S4-F58 No 8321. Memorial of Lease London. John Stiles Jun. to La F. Knight & James Baxter. -- April 16th, 1865. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/58

_Scope and Content_

Re: Southeast part of Lot No. 19 in the Second Concession in London

AFC 388-S4-F59 John Stiles Jr. To C.S. Hammond, Deed of Land . -- May 27th, 1882. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/59

_Scope and Content_

Re: Southeast part of Lot No. 19 in the Second Concession in London

AFC 388-S4-F60 Registry Office, North and East Ridings, County of Middlesex. -- June 20th, 1888. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/60

_Scope and Content_

Re: All that part of Lot Number 19 in the Second Concession in the Township of London


_Scope and Content_

Re: Farm and property insurance paperwork
AFC 388-S4-F62 No 7460. Edward Stiles to John Stiles Jr. Quit Claim. . -- September 6th, 1890 . -- Box Number AFC 388-14/62

Scope and Content

Re: Southeast part of Lot No. 19 in the Second Concession in London.

AFC 388-S4-F63 [Empty "Penmans Ladies Anklets" box with interest and banking notes written on the bottom]. -- ca. 1930's-1960's. -- 1 10.25x4.25x2 box. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/63

AFC 388-S4-F64 [box labelled "Kingsmill Real Estate"]. -- 1933, 1934, 1939, 1958. -- 1 [12.5x5.25x2.25 box]. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/64

Scope and Content


AFC 388-S4-F65 ["Penmans Sport Socks" box]. -- 1966 ,1967, 1969. -- [1 10x4x2.75 box ]. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/65

Scope and Content


AFC 388-S4-F66 [Box hand-labelled "Dymond Richardson, Kingsmill Real Estate"] [1/2]. -- 1911, 1933, 1938, 1943, 1944, 1945, 1948, 1950, 1953. -- [1 11.25x4.5x2 box]. -- Box Number AFC 388-14/66

Scope and Content

Note by Charles H. Ivey, Solicitor and Notary Public in and for the Province of Ontario / Percy McKinley Millman to Dicksen Frank Glass et al., Agreement re: (unspecified?) / Letter from Jarvis & Vining to W.R. McKewen, Esq., re: Millman mortgage on Lot No. 23, North Side Grosvenor Street, Plan 57 / P.M. Millman, Declaration re: Lot No. 23 on the North side of Grosvenor street in the City of London / Mortgage in Fee, Percy M. Millman to The Agricultural Savings and Loan Company for $2000, re: Lot No. 23 on the North side of Grosvenor Street in the City of London / Mortgage in Fee, Percy M. Millman et ux to Agricultural Savings and Loan Company for $1,000, re: Lot No. 23 on the North side of Grosvenor Street in the City of London / Commercial Union Assurance Company Limited, Canadian Branch, P.M. Millman & Alice E. Hillman, Dwelling - 24 Grosvenor St / Percy M. Millman, et al and The Molsons Bank, Agreement re: North Side of Central Avenue in the City of London, Lot No. 2 east of the Proof Line Road in the Township of London / Letter from Jarvis & Vining, Barristers, Solicitors, Notaries to W.B. McK., ESQ. re: Declarations: (3) by Alice E. Millman, T.J. Murphy, and Judge Macbeth; also Fire Ins. Policy in "Queen" Insurance Co., amount $7000.00, loss payable to you as Mortgagee / (Form 115) "Mortgage Clause" payable to William R. McKewen / Percy McKinley Millman to Dickson Frank Glass Et Al, Agreement re: fire and casualty insurance / Mortgage, Alice E. Millman and Percy M. Millman to William R. McKewen, re: Lot No. 23, North side of Grosvenor Street, London / Matthew J. Mullany, Statutory Declaration of T.J. Murphy re: Lot 23 on the North Side of Grosvenor St in the City of London / In the Matter of Lot 23 Plan 57, Statuatory Declaration of His Honour Judge Macbeth / 

Scope and Content
Re: Lot No. 6 on the Eastside of the Wharncliffe Highway N of N Branch of River Thames in 2nd Con. Township of London

AFC 388-S4-F75 J.J. Mason Et al to Thos. F. Kingsmill, Agreement for Sale of Land. -- November 1st, 1875. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/2

Scope and Content
Re: Lot No. 19 on the North side of Dundas Street in the City of London

AFC 388-S4-F76 D. Murphy's Executors to [R?]owan o Wright, Statutory Lease of certain Premises situate. -- November 25, 1871. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/3

Scope and Content
Re: Dundas St, London

AFC 388-S4-F77 Murphy to [unreadable]. -- 1846. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/4

AFC 388-S4-F78 Smith & the Lon's Bdg Soc. To O'Brien B[unreadable]. -- December 13, 1848. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/5

AFC 388-S4-F79 Ellen Murphy to Charles R. Murray, Confirmation Appointment. -- December 1875. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/6

Scope and Content
Re: last will and testament of Daniel Murphy

AFC 388-S4-F80 O'Brien to Smith } B & S. -- 1848. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/7

AFC 388-S4-F81 [T.U. Gill?] Will. -- March 15, 1876. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/8

AFC 388-S4-F82 O'Brien to Jackson et al. -- March 15, 1876. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/9

Scope and Content
Re: Memorial No. 4849

AFC 388-S4-F83 Jackson & Geary [to] O'Brien, B&S. -- March 15, 1876. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/10

Scope and Content
Memorial No. 4878

AFC 388-S4-F84 [Blank Lease]. -- ca. 1920's. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/11

AFC 388-S4-F85 [Canada Trust Company Cheque from T.F Kingsmill]. -- 01-Jun-21. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/12

Scope and Content
Re: $2010 payment on Mortgage on Pt Lot 13, N.S. Dundas St. City

AFC 388-S4-F86 [Letter from The Canada Trust Company]. -- June 15th, 1921. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/13

Scope and Content
Re: Mortgage - T.F. Kingsmill to Alexander Smith #8971 & Discharge, Reciept - for final payment

AFC 388-S4-F87 In the Supreme Court of Ontario, Between: Thomas F. Kingsmill (Plaintiff) and George Nelson (Defendant) -- Bill of Plaintiff's Costs. -- 15-May-22. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/14

AFC 388-S4-F88 [Statutory Lease between James Stevenson, Joseph R. Cherrier, Daniel S. Murphy, Executor of the Last Will and Testament of Daniel Murphy and James Rowan and James Wright. -- November 25, 1871. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/15

Scope and Content
Re: Lot No. 13 on the North side of Dundas Street in the City of London

AFC 388-S4-F89 McLaughlin to Jackson et al, B&S. -- March 15, 1876. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/16
Scope and Content
Re: Memorial No. 3061

AFC 388-S4-F90 [Indenture]. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/17
Scope and Content
Re: Lot No. 13 on the North side of Dundas Street

AFC 388-S4-F91 Property of C.R. Couyer, Offers made to John Purdow on behalf of T.F. Kingsmill re: party wall. -- May-19. -- [empty envelope]. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/18

AFC 388-S4-F92 Rev. J. McCaul et al and T.F. Kingsmill, Party Wall Agreement. -- April 8, 1876. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/19
Scope and Content
Re: Lot No. 13 on the North Side of Dundas Street

AFC 388-S4-F93 Requisition. -- [unknown]. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/20
Scope and Content
Re: W. pt. Lot 13 M Dundas St, London

AFC 388-S4-F94 Township of London - Plan of Part of Lot #19 Con II, for G.F. Stiles Estate. -- September. 1908. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/21

AFC 388-S4-F95 Requisition. -- [unknown]. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/22
Scope and Content
Re: W. pt. Lot 13 M Dundas St, London

AFC 388-S4-F96 [Purchase order for Welland Nursery Co. by Mr. Kingsmill]. -- Nov 26th, 1923. - Box Number AFC 388-15/23

AFC 388-S4-F97 [empty envelope stamped with Canada Life Assurance Company]. -- ca. 1920's - 1940's. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/24

AFC 388-S4-F98 [Letter from B.N. Campbell Insurance to Mr. G.F. Kingsmill]. -- 15-Nov-28. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/25
Scope and Content
Re: Policy #N-9398 - Norwich Union Fire Ins. Society

AFC 388-S4-F99 [Letter from James B. McKillop, Solicitor for Mr. T.F. Kingsmill]. -- 1919. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/26
Scope and Content
Re: Appeal on assesment of properties, Mr. Kingsmill's opinion that assesment on these properties is too high - 124 Carling Street, 130-132 Dundas Street, 633 Dundas Street, 635 Dundas Street, Vacant Lots on Marshall Street.

AFC 388-S4-F100 [Paperwork re: reduction of assesments]. -- July 1919, August 18, 1919, Aug 27, 1919. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/27
Scope and Content
Assessment notice and intent to appeal assessment on 14 NW Dundas St/ Note from City Clerk's Office re: confirmed assessment on 124 Carling St, reduction of $1500 on 132-130 Dundas St, confirmed assessment of 633-635 Dundas Street & Marshall Street, and referred the assessment of building to Mr. Grant with power / Note from City Clerk's Office confirming reduction of $600 in assessment for 633-5 Dundas St

AFC 388-S4-F101 Letter from Messrs. Kingsmills Limited to Barry, Ostlere & Shepherd
Limited, Dr. -- 06-Jun-22. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/28

Scope and Content
Re: Payments, deductions, claims and insurance

AFC 388-S4-F102 Certificate of Post Office Registration No. 107. -- January 9 [unknown]. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/29

Scope and Content
Re: Registered this day a fully prepaid Letter addressed to Phoenix Ass. Ltd., Montreal.

AFC 388-S4-F103 Mrs. Ellen Murphy and J.J. Mason, Appointment as Trustee. -- January 19th, 1872, Filed Feb 17, 1883, Filed May 4, 1880. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/30

AFC 388-S4-F104 Mrs. Ellen Murphy and Mr. John J. Mason, Appointment as Trustee (copy). -- January 19, 1842. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/31

AFC 388-S4-F105 Deed of Bargain & Sale Between [David Luito?] and Daniel Murphy. -- August 29, 1845. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/32

Scope and Content
Lot Number Thirteen on the north side of Dundas Street

AFC 388-S4-F106 Re: Estate of Daniel Murphy, Deed of Appointment of New Trustee, Ellen Murphy, Mrs. H. Lampshire et al. & Daniel S. Murphy et al. -- January 9, 1872. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/33


AFC 388-S4-F109 James Stevenson, Joseph R. Cherrier & Daniel S. Murphy to John James Mason & Charles Robert Murray, Conveyance. -- November 21, 1872. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/36

Scope and Content
Re: last will and testament of Daniel Murphy

AFC 388-S4-F110 Ellen Murphy, widow of Daniel S. Murphy to Joseph R. Cherrier, James Stevenson and H. Lamphier. -- July 4, 1870. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/37

Scope and Content
Re: last will and testament of Daniel Murphy

AFC 388-S4-F111 Walter H. Wheeler et al to F.C. Wheeler, Deed of Land situate at London. -- July 11, 1894. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/38

Scope and Content
Re: Lots No. 6 and No 7 on the West side of Wellington Street in the City of London

AFC 388-S4-F112 Emily A. McCaul et al To John James Mason et al, Release of . -- December 25, 1845. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/39

Scope and Content
Re: Last Will and Testament of Daniel Murphy, re: West part of Lot No. 13on the North side of Dundas St in the City of London

AFC 388-S4-F113 Thomas F. Kingsmill [unreadable] from Wm. Baillie. -- ca. mid 1800’s to early 1900’s. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/40

AFC 388-S4-F114 William Baillie & wife To Thomas F. Kingsmill, Deed of Land Situate in the
Re: Lots No. 6 and No 7 on the West side of Wellington Street in the City of London

AFC 388-S4-F115 Jane Wheeler, Copy of Will. -- November 9, 1899. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/42

Scope and Content
Re: Sale of Lots Numbers Six and Seven on the West side of Wellington Street, in the City of London, Plan 180

AFC 388-S4-F116 Jas. S. Thomson and John E. Thomson To William Carey . -- October 18, 1870. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/43

Scope and Content
Lots No. 5, No. 6, No. 7 Wellington St, London

AFC 388-S4-F117 Emma M. Stuart To William Baillie, Deed of Land, Situate in the City of London. -- 01-Jun-10. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/44

Scope and Content
Re: Lots No. 6 and No 7 on the West side of Wellington Street in the City of London

AFC 388-S4-F118 Moore to Santo, Lots 6 & 7, Plan No. 180. -- ca. mid 1800's to early 1900's . -- [Papers stapled together, too fragile to remove]. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/45

AFC 388-S4-F119 Mortgage in Fee, George McNab & wife to The Ontario Loan & Debenture Co. -- April 1, 1880. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/46

Scope and Content
Re: Lots No. 6 and No 7 on the West side of Wellington Street in the City of London

AFC 388-S4-F120 Rev. McNab & wife to The London Loan Company of Canada, Mortgage . -- August 12, 1881. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/47

Scope and Content
Re: Lots No. 6 and No 7 on the West side of Wellington Street in the City of London

AFC 388-S4-F121 George McNab to Mrs. Jane Wheeler, Deed of Land situate. -- April 9, 1883. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/48

Scope and Content
Re: Lots No. 6 and No 7 on the West side of Wellington Street in the City of London

AFC 388-S4-F122 James S. Thomson To Geo. McNab. -- September 30, 1875. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/49

Scope and Content
Re: Lots No. 6 and No 7 on the West side of Wellington Street in the City of London

AFC 388-S4-F123 Lydia May Moore To Emma M. Stuart, Deed of Land Situate in the City of London . -- July 29th, 1907. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/50

Scope and Content
Re: Lots No. 6 and No 7 on the West side of Wellington Street in the City of London

AFC 388-S4-F124 Mortgage in Fee, Walter H. Wheeler et al (Executors) To The Ontario Loan and Debenture Company . -- October 11, 1890. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/51

Scope and Content
Re: Lots No. 6 and No 7 on the West side of Wellington Street in the City of London

AFC 388-S4-F125 Geo. M. McNab to John P. O'Byrne , Mortgage . -- October 11, 1875. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/52

Scope and Content
Re: Lots No. 6 and No 7 on the West side of Wellington Street in the City of London
AFC 388-S4-F126 Geo. McNab to Wm. Carey, Mortgage. -- June 8, 1878. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/53

Scope and Content
Re: Lots No. 6 and No 7 on the West side of Wellington Street in the City of London

AFC 388-S4-F127 Franklin C. Wheeler et ux, To John S. Moore, Deed of Land situate. -- September 11, 1899. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/54

Scope and Content
Re: Lots No. 6 and No 7 on the West side of Wellington Street in the City of London

AFC 388-S4-F128 Wm. Carey To Geo. McNab. -- June 8, 1873. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/55

Scope and Content
Re: Lots No. 6 and No 7 on the West side of Wellington Street in the City of London

AFC 388-S4-F129 William Baillie To Kingsmill, Agreement For Sale of Land. -- 14-Jan-20. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/56

Scope and Content
Re: House Number 255 Oxford Street in the City of London

AFC 388-S4-F130 Emma M. Stuart To The Canadian Order of the Woodmen of the World, Mortgage, Discharge Registered 9th June, 1910. -- December. 2 1909. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/57

Scope and Content
Re: Lots No. 6 and No 7 on the West side of Wellington Street in the City of London

AFC 388-S4-F131 John S. Moore et ux To Hume Cronyn in trust, Mortgage. -- December 26. 1900. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/ 58

Scope and Content
Re: Lots No. 6 and No 7 on the West side of Wellington Street in the City of London

AFC 388-S4-F132 [Notice of Intent to Appeal Assesment]. -- ca. 1919. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/59

Scope and Content
Re: 132, 130, 134 Carling Street, 130-132 West Dundas, 633 Dundas, 35 West Dundas, N Marshall

AFC 388-S4-F133 T.F. Kingsmill to Fidelity Trust Company of Ontario, Mch. 10/22 Revised Agreement dated 31/5/22 between Fidelity Trust Co & T.F. Kingsmill. -- 10-Mar-22. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/60

AFC 388-S4-F134 T.F. Kingsmill 1845. -- November 1. 1902 / May 18, 1917. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/61

Scope and Content
Thomas F. Kingsmill To Alexander Smith, Mortgage to Secure, Re: Lot No. 13 on the North Side of Dundas Street / Edward W. Harris To Thomas F. Kingsmill, Discharge of Mortgage, Re: [unknown]

AFC 388-S4-F135 [Memorial of Indenture made between Daniel Murphy and Ellen Murphy]. -- October 16, 1854. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/62

Scope and Content
Re: Lot No. 13 on the North side of Dundas Street

AFC 388-S4-F136 [A memorial of the registered (unreadable)]. -- June 19, 1833. -- Box Number AFC 388-15/63

Scope and Content
AFC 388-S4-F150 Assignment of Lease: T.F. Kingsmill to J.W. Burris. -- 1888. -- Box Number AFC 388-26/21
Scope and Content
Re: Dry Goods business in the town of Chatham

AFC 388-S4-F151 Witnessed note by J.W. Burris and T.F. Kingsmill. -- September 1888. -- Box Number AFC 388-26/22
Scope and Content
Re: Lot "Z" on the North Side of King Street in the Town of Chatham

AFC 388-S4-F152 Probate of Will of Anne Kingsmill. -- 1910. -- Box Number AFC 388-26/23

AFC 388-S4-F153 Rental Agreement between T.F. Kingsmill and [unreadable]. -- August 1, 1919. -- Box Number AFC 388-26/24
Scope and Content
Re: 633 Dundas Street

AFC 388-S4-F154 Agreement between T.F. Kingsmill and T.A. Loveless et. Al. .
November 3, 1922
Scope and Content
Re: 124 Dundas Street

AFC 388-S4-F155 Mortgage: Alice E. Millman and Percy M. Millman To Thos. F. Kingsmill. -- July 6, 1925. -- Box Number AFC 388-26/26
Scope and Content
Re: Lot No. 23 on the North Side of Grosvenor Street

AFC 388-S4-F156 Lease , T.F. Kingsmill to T.A. Loveless et al. . -- April 28, 1932. -- Box Number AFC 388-26/27
Scope and Content
Re: 126 Dundas Street

AFC 388-S4-F157 Notices of Assessment .
February 1, 1933
Scope and Content
Re: Properties on Dundas Street, Carling Street, Talbot St, Ridout St, Albert St, Grosvenor St,, Central Ave., Oxford St.

AFC 388-S4-F158 Deed of Land, T.F. Kingsmill et ux. To Kinsmill's Real Estate Limited. -- November 30, 1933. -- Box Number AFC 388-26/29
Scope and Content
Re: Various Lots on Dundas Street

AFC 388-S4-F159 Statutory Declaration Of James Duncan McCallum .
December 21, 1933
Scope and Content
Re: Various adresses on Dundas St, Carling St., Talbot St., Ridout St, Grosvenor St, Central Ave., Oxford St.

AFC 388-S4-F160 Short Form Lease of Land Situate . -- February 5, 1951. -- Box Number AFC 388-26/31
Scope and Content
Re: 126-132 Dundas Street

AFC 388-S4-F161 Short Form Lease of Land Situate. -- Feb 15, 1951. -- Box Number AFC 388-26/32
Scope and Content
Re: 126-132 Dundas Street

AFC 388-S4-F162 Deed of Land Situate, Kingsmill Real Estate Limited to Kingsmill's Limited. January 29, 1976

Scope and Content
Re: Lot 13, 14 North Side of Dundas Street
AFC 388-S5 Store Policy and Administration.
ca. 1840s-2014.
4 cm of textual records
3 volumes
116 photographs

Scope and Content
This series contains documents, photographs, press clippings and correspondence related to the operating of Kingsmill's department store and Kingsmill Real Estate Ltd.

AFC 388-S5-F1 125th Anniversary. -- 1990. -- 30 est. photos, in negative sleeves. 12 2.5x2.5 photos Program booklet. Correspondence. -- Box Number AFC 388-11/9

AFC 388-S5-F2 [Employee regulations]. -- ca. 1926-2014. -- Small 4.6 x 7 booklet. -- Box Number AFC 388-11/10

AFC 388-S5-F3 Design Proposal for Kingsmill's Department Store. -- 15-Apr-91. -- Loose papers with binding holes. -- Box Number AFC 388-11/11

AFC 388-S5-F5 [Stocks, bonds, purchase leases, etc.]. -- ca. 1840's-1900. -- Inside white folded cardstock. -- Box Number AFC 388-26/10

AFC 388-S5-F6 [Business paperwork and notes]. -- 1959-2009. -- Box Number AFC 388-11/12

AFC 388-S5-F7 Associated Stores of Canada. -- ca. 1980's. -- Box Number AFC 388-11/13


AFC 388-S5-F9 Ethan Allen. -- ca. 1950's-1990's. -- 1 3.5x5 photo, 1 4x5 photo, 4 4x6 photos, 3 5x7 photos, 1 8x10 photo, 94 4x5 photos, press clipping. -- Box Number AFC 388-11/15

AFC 388-S5-F10 Ethan Allen. -- ca. 1960's-1980's. -- Clippings. -- Box Number AFC 388-11/16


AFC 388-S5-F12 Kingsmill Real Estate balance sheets. -- 1947-1957. -- Box Number AFC 388-11/18

AFC 388-S5-F13 [Navy booklet with black spine re: Kingsmill's market data]. -- ca. 19189-1991. -- Box Number AFC 388-11/19


AFC 388-S5-F15 Assorted paperwork and correspondence. -- ca. 1900-2014. -- Box Number AFC 388-26/11
AFC 388-S6 Photographs.
ca. 1860s- 2014.
ca. 2100 photographs
1 portable hard drive with 28.0 GB of photographs, or 8,799 files

Scope and Content
This series contains photographs of Kingsmill family members and events as well as Kingsmill's department store events and related persons.

Arrangement
The series is organized chronologically.

Oversize photographs are stored separately in Box AFC 388-21 and AFC 388-22.

Digital copies of some of the photographs are available on a portable hard drive at AFC 388-S6-F174.

AFC 388-S6-F1 Bellevue. -- ca. 1890-2014. -- 4 5x7 photos, 1 6 x 8.5 photo on 8x10 backing, 1 8x10 photo glued to paper, 1 8.5 x 10.5 photo, 5 8.5 x 11 photos, clippings, correspondence. -- Box Number AFC 388-19/1

AFC 388-S6-F2 Store Pictures. -- ca. early 1900's - 1980's. -- 1 3x3.75, 2 3.25x4.5, 2 3.5x5 photos, 1 3.5x5.25 photo, 2 5x5 photos, 1 4.25x4.25 photo, 7 8x10 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-19/2

AFC 388-S6-F3 Ethan Allen. -- ca. 1960's - 1970's. -- 8 3.75 by 4.75 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-19/3

AFC 388-S6-F4 Store pictures - 1970's Nov Night. -- ca. November 1970. -- 24 2.5x5 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-19/4

AFC 388-S6-F5 Store billboards. -- ca. 1970's - 1990's. -- 2 3.5 x 6 photos, appx. 25 4x6 photos on cardboard backing. -- Box Number AFC 388-19/5

AFC 388-S6-F6 Staff and Store. -- ca. 1980's - 1990's. -- Appx. 25 4x6 photos, 7 5x7 photos, 9 8x10 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-19/6

AFC 388-S6-F7 Staff [1/2]. -- ca. 1970's - 1990's. -- 31 3.5x3.5 photos, 3 3.5x4.5 photos, 2 3.75x4.75 photos, 2 3.5x5 photos, 7 4x4 photos, 7 4x5 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-19/7

AFC 388-S6-F8 Staff [2/2]. -- ca. 1980's - 1990's. -- 30 4x6 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-19/8

AFC 388-S6-F9 Store Event. -- ca. 1980's - 1990's. -- app. 130 4x5 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-20/1

AFC 388-S6-F10 Kingsmill's Bridal Night. -- 1986. -- 6 8x10 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-20/2

AFC 388-S6-F11 Tim and Laurie's wedding [1/2]. -- October 3. 1992. -- Appx. 25 4x6 photos, apprx 70 4 x 4 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-20/3

AFC 388-S6-F12 Tim and Laurie's wedding [2/2]. -- October 3. 1992. -- Appx. 25 4x6 photos, apprx 70 4 x 4 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-20/4

AFC 388-S6-F13 Store Plaque Ceremony. -- 1988. -- 10 4x6 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-20/5

AFC 388-S6-F14 Phil Chand Retirement Party. -- 1994. -- Box Number AFC 388-20/6

AFC 388-S6-F15 Kingsmill's Next Door. -- ca. 2000's. -- Box Number AFC 388-20/7
AFC 388-S6-F16 Warner Hardware Fire. — 2001. — appx. 22 4x6 photos. — Box Number AFC 388-20/8

AFC 388-S6-F17 Warner Hardware Fire (After) [1/2]. — 2001. — Box Number AFC 388-20/9

AFC 388-S6-F18 Warner Hardware Fire (After) [2/2]. — 2001. — 6 4x6 photos. — Box Number AFC 388-20/10

AFC 388-S6-F19 Warehouse. — September 2011. — Box Number AFC 388-20/11

AFC 388-S6-F20 Dolly's Retirement. — September 22, 2011. — 6 4x6 photos. — Box Number AFC 388-20/12

AFC 388-S6-F21 Loose photos [1/2]. — ca. early 1900's - 1950's. — Box Number AFC 388-20/13

AFC 388-S6-F22 Loose photos [2/2]. — ca. late 1800's - 1990's. — Box Number AFC 388-20/14

AFC 388-S6-F23 Jim Hands, VP & General Manager. — ca. 2003-2014. — 1 8.5 x 10.5 photo in cardboard frame. — Box Number AFC 388-21/1

AFC 388-S6-F24 Bob Cardwell, General Manager. — 2002. — 1 8.5x10.5 photo in cardboard frame. — Box Number AFC 388-21/2

AFC 388-S6-F25 Thomas Ford Kingsmill. — ca. 1950-1970. — 1 10x13 photo with cardboard backing and plastic cover. — Box Number AFC 388-21/3

AFC 388-S6-F26 Fred getting good citizenship award?. — in cardboard booklet. — Box Number AFC 388-21/4

AFC 388-S6-F27 Norman G. Burdick, Thomas Ford Kingsmill. — ca. 1940's - 1960's. — 1 11x14 photo in cardboard frame. — Box Number AFC 388-21/5

AFC 388-S6-F28 Thomas Frazer Kingsmill Jr. — 1934. — 11.35 x 15.25 photo pasted onto cardboard - inscription - "Much love from Dad, Xmas 1934". — Box Number AFC 388-21/6

AFC 388-S6-F29 Kingsmill storefront? Octagon. — ca. 1970's. — Box Number AFC 388-21/7

AFC 388-S6-F30 [photo - Kingsmill's original store, staff?]. — ca. 1860's-1920. — 1 11x14 photo. — Box Number AFC 388-21/8

AFC 388-S6-F31 Kingsmill's Picnic. — 24-Jun-25. — 1 9.5x13.5 photo. — Box Number AFC 388-21/9

AFC 388-S6-F32 Kingsmill's Picnic [reprint]. — 24-Jun-25. — 1 8.25x12 photo. — Box Number AFC 388-21/10

AFC 388-S6-F33 George Frederick Kingsmill. — September 1990. — Box Number AFC 388-21/11

AFC 388-S6-F34 George Frederick Kingsmill. — ca. 1940's - 1960's. — 1 10.5x13 photo in red cardboard booklet from Bill Barrett of London. — Box Number AFC 388-21/12

AFC 388-S6-F35 George Frederick Kingsmill. — ca. 1940's - 1960's. — 1 10.5 x 13 photo in red cardboard booklet from Bill Barrett of London. — Box Number AFC 388-21/13

AFC 388-S6-F36 Class photo. — ca. 1900-1920. — 1 10.5 x 13.25 photo. — Box Number AFC 388-21/14

AFC 388-S6-F37 Thomas Ford Kingsmill. — ca. 1930-1960. — 1 11x14 photo. — Box Number
AFC 388-21/15
AFC 388-S6-F38 Thomas Ford Kingsmill. -- ca. 1930-1960. -- 1 11x14 photo. -- Box Number AFC 388-21/16
AFC 388-S6-F39 George Frederick Kingsmill . -- 1958. -- 1 11x14 photo . -- Box Number AFC 388-21/17
AFC 388-S6-F40 George Frederick Kingsmill . -- ca. 1940's - 1960's . -- 1 11x14 photo . -- Box Number AFC 388-21/18
AFC 388-S6-F41 Thomas Frazer Kingsmill Jr. . -- ca. 1935. -- 1 7.5 x 9.5 photo pasted onto cardboard. -- Box Number AFC 388-21/19
AFC 388-S6-F42 In Recognition of 125 Years, London Downtown Business Association . -- ca. 1990. -- 1 15.5x18 photo in a cardboard frame with plaque. -- Box Number AFC 388-21/20
AFC 388-S6-F43 Thomas Frazer Kingsmill Jr. . -- 1 10.5 x 13.5 photo pasted onto cardboard . -- Box Number AFC 388-21/21
AFC 388-S6-F44 [cardboard photo backing- Kingsmill's heads of store - reprint/collage]. -- ca. 1970's - 1990's. -- [side 1 -12x12.25] 1 7.75x9.75 photo. -- Box Number AFC 388-22/1
AFC 388-S6-F45 [cardboard photo sheet - Thomas Fraser Kingsmill/Anne Ardagh Burns Kingsmill]. -- [side 2 - 12x12.25] 1 7x9 photo, 1 4.25x5.5 photo. -- Box Number AFC 388-22/2
AFC 388-S6-F46 Dundas Street view looking east from Talbot Street about 1871-1875. -- ca. 1871-1875. -- [12x12.25 cardboard backing] 8x11.5 photo. -- Box Number AFC 388-22/3
AFC 388-S6-F47 Dundas St. c. 1880-The London Centennial Review: Dundas St. lookinh east from Talbot 1860. -- ca. 1860-1880. -- [12x12.25 cardboard backing] 8x11.5 photo. -- Box Number AFC 388-22/4
AFC 388-S6-F48 [photo-Kingsmill's storefront]. -- ca. 1880's-1915. -- 1 6.5x8.5 photo. -- Box Number AFC 388-22/5
AFC 388-S6-F49 After the 1876 expansion and before the 1911 fire. Note the double store front. -- ca. 1876-1911. -- [12x12.25 cardboard backing] 1 8x10 photo. -- Box Number AFC 388-22/6
AFC 388-S6-F50 Before 1911 fire and the 1876 expansion , -- ca. 1865-1876. -- [12x12.25 cardboard backing] 1 8x11.5 photo. -- Box Number AFC 388-22/7
AFC 388-S6-F51 After the 1911 fire. Notice the empty lot west of Kingsmill's. -- ca. 1911. -- [12x12.25 cardboard backing] 1 8x11.5 photo. -- Box Number AFC 388-22/8
AFC 388-S6-F52 Picture taking on Albert St. ~ 1915 [Delivery truck]. -- 1915. -- [12x12.25 cardboard backing] 1 6.75x10 photo. -- Box Number AFC 388-22/9
AFC 388-S6-F53 January 1932 Fire. View from Carling Street side of building. . -- Jan-32. -- [12x12.25 cardboard backing] 1 8.5x10 photo. -- Box Number AFC 388-22/10
AFC 388-S6-F54 [1932 fire]. -- Jan-32. -- [12.12.25 cardboard backing] 1 4.75x6.75 photo, 1 5.25x8.75 photo. -- Box Number AFC 388-22/11
AFC 388-S6-F55 1932 Kingsmill's new store re-built after the fire . -- 1932. -- [12x12.25 cardboard backing] 1 7.75x9.75 photo. -- Box Number AFC 388-22/12
AFC 388-S6-F56 [Store interior - new from 1932?]. -- ca. 1932. -- [12x12.25 cardboard backing] 1 8x10 photo. -- Box Number AFC 388-22/13
AFC 388-S6-F57 [Store interior - new from 1932?]. -- ca. 1932. -- [12x12.25 cardboard backing] 1 8.25x10 photo. -- Box Number AFC 388-22/14

AFC 388-S6-F58 [Store interior - new from 1932?]. -- ca. 1932. -- [12x12.25 cardboard backing] 1 7.5x9.5 photo. -- Box Number AFC 388-22/15

AFC 388-S6-F59 Main floor view in the new 1932 Kingsmill's store. Notice that the merchandise is kept behind the counter and only accessible through sales staff. -- ca. 1932. -- [12x12.25 cardboard backing] 1 8.25x10 photo. -- Box Number AFC 388-22/16

AFC 388-S6-F60 [Store interior - new from 1932?]. -- ca. 1932. -- [12x12.25 cardboard backing] 1 8.25x10 photo. -- Box Number AFC 388-22/17

AFC 388-S6-F61 A view of the ladies fashions on the second floor of the 1932 store. -- ca. 1932. -- [12x12.25 cardboard backing] 1 8.25x10 photo. -- Box Number AFC 388-22/18

AFC 388-S6-F62 [Store interior - new from 1932?]. -- ca. 1932. -- [12x12.25 cardboard backing] 1 8.25x10 photo. -- Box Number AFC 388-22/19

AFC 388-S6-F63 Another view of ladies fashions on the second floor with a section for china, pottery and glassware. -- ca. 1932. -- [12x12.25 cardboard backing] 1 8.25x10 photo. -- Box Number AFC 388-22/20

AFC 388-S6-F64 [Store interior - new from 1932?]. -- ca. 1932. -- [12x12.25 cardboard backing] 1 8.25x10 photo. -- Box Number AFC 388-22/21

AFC 388-S6-F65 Close-up view in china, pottery and glassware on the second floor of the 1932 store. -- ca. 1932. -- [12x12.25 cardboard backing] 1 8x10 photo. -- Box Number AFC 388-22/22

AFC 388-S6-F66 January 1932 Carling Street. -- Jan-32. -- [12x12.25 cardboard backing] 1 7.75x10 photo. -- Box Number AFC 388-22/23


AFC 388-S6-F68 [photo-Kingsmill's Carpet Warehouse]. -- 25-Sep-09. -- [12x12.25 cardboard backing] 1 4x5 photo. -- Box Number AFC 388-22/25

AFC 388-S6-F69 [photo -Kingsmill's Carpet Warehouse?]. -- 20-Jan-09. -- 1 7x9 photo. -- Box Number AFC 388-22/26

AFC 388-S6-F70 [photos - Kingsmill's Carpet Warehouse]. -- ca. 1950's-1960's. -- [12x12.25 cardboard backing] 1 4.75x3.5 photo, 2 4x5 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-22/27

AFC 388-S6-F71 [photos- 1932 fire?]. -- ca. 1932. -- [12x12.25 cardboard backing] 4 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-22/28

AFC 388-S6-F72 [photos - 1932 fire?]. -- ca. 1932. -- [12x12.25 cardboard backing] 2 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-22/29

AFC 388-S6-F73 [photos - 1932 fire?]. -- ca. 1932. -- [12x12.25 cardboard backing] 2 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-22/30

AFC 388-S6-F74 [photos - 1932 fire?]. -- ca. 1932. -- [12x12.25 cardboard backing] 1 photo. -- Box Number AFC 388-22/31

AFC 388-S6-F75 Pictures taken by insurer. -- 07-Jan-32. -- [12x12.25 cardboard backing] 1 photo. -- Box Number AFC 388-22/32

AFC 388-S6-F76 1932 Fire Damage. -- 1932. -- [12x12.25 cardboard backing] 2 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-22/33
AFC 388-S6-F77 [1932 Fire Damage]. -- 1932. -- [12x12.25 cardboard backing] 2 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-22/34

AFC 388-S6-F78 Kingmill's Limited postcard. -- ca. 1920's-1940's. -- [12x12.25 cardboard backing] 1 postcard. -- Box Number AFC 388-22/35

AFC 388-S6-F79 [Opening of New Main Store announcement]. -- ca. 1930's. -- [12x12.25 cardboard backing] 1 advertisement. -- Box Number AFC 388-22/36

AFC 388-S6-F80 [Photo of china department]. -- ca. 1932. -- [12x12.25 cardboard backing] 1 photo. -- Box Number AFC 388-22/37

AFC 388-S6-F81 [Photo of Lingerie department]. -- ca. 1932. -- [12x12.25 cardboard backing] 1 photo. -- Box Number AFC 388-22/38

AFC 388-S6-F82 [Photo of Lingerie department]. -- ca. 1930's - 1960's. -- [12x12.25 cardboard backing] 1 photo. -- Box Number AFC 388-22/39


AFC 388-S6-F84 [Photos - Lingerie display case]. -- ca. 1930's-1950's. -- [12x12.25 cardboard backing] 2 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-22/41

AFC 388-S6-F85 [Photo - British royals/Military display]. -- ca. 1930's-1950's. -- [12x12.25 cardboard backing] 1 photo. -- Box Number AFC 388-22/42

AFC 388-S6-F86 [Photos - Storefront over time]. -- ca. 1940's-2005. -- [12x12.25 cardboard backing] 8 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-22/43

AFC 388-S6-F87 Kingsmill's Delivery Truck No. 2. -- Apr-13. -- 1 1.75x2.5 photo. -- Box Number AFC 388-22/44


AFC 388-S6-F89 [Photo - Kingsmill's storefront]. -- ca. 1880's - 1915. -- 1 8x8 photo. -- Box Number AFC 388-22/46

AFC 388-S6-F90 [Photos - China Department]. -- ca. 1950's - 1970's. -- 4 5x4 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-22/47

AFC 388-S6-F91 China Dept. m 2nd Floor [photo]. -- Dec-59. -- [12x12.25 cardboard backing] 5 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-22/48


AFC 388-S6-F97 Kingsmills Next Door photos. -- ca. 2000's. -- 2 8x12 photo, 4 8x10 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-22/54
AFC 388-S6-F98 Warner Hardware Fire. -- 12-Jan-01. -- [12x12.25 cardboard backing]11 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-22/55


AFC 388-S6-F100 [Store redesign/construction]. -- ca. 2000's . -- [12x12.25 cardboard backing ]13 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-22/57

AFC 388-S6-F101 Website Launch LFP. -- 30-Nov-01. -- [12x12.25 cardboard backing]1 photo. -- Box Number AFC 388-22/58


AFC 388-S6-F105 [Kingsmill's Next Door storefront]. -- ca. 2010's . -- [12x12.25 cardboard backing]1 photo. -- Box Number AFC 388-22/62

AFC 388-S6-F106 [Kingsmill's Next Door interiors?]. -- ca. 2010's . -- [12x12.25 cardboard backing]6 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-22/63

AFC 388-S6-F107 Tim, Emily, Laurie + Fred Kingsmill, Home Store Grand Opening . -- 13-Jun -10. -- [12x12.25 cardboard backing] 1 photo. -- Box Number AFC 388-22/64

AFC 388-S6-F108 3rd Floor Furniture Department . -- ca. 2000's - 2010's. -- 3 6x4 photos . -- Box Number AFC 388-28/1

AFC 388-S6-F109 Dundas Street Display Windows . -- 2007. -- 7 6x4 photos . -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F110 4th Floor China Department . -- ca. 1980's -1990's . -- Appox. 20 6x4 photos . -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F111 Anniversary Celebaration [125?] in store . -- ca. 1980's - 1990's . -- Approx. 35 4x6 photos . -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F112 Window Displays . -- ca. 1980's - 1990's . -- 10 4x6 photos . -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F113 Home Show - Western Fair . -- ca. 1990's . -- 11 4x6 photos . -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F114 2nd Floor China Clearance Sale . -- ca. 1990's . -- approx. 20 4x6 photos . -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F115 3rd Floor Furniture Department . -- ca. 1990's - 2000's . -- 1 4x6 photo . -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F116 In Store 'Bridal' Shows . -- ca. 1980's . -- Approx 25 4x4 photos, 6 3.5 x 4.5 photos 7 3.5 x 5 photos, 7 4x5 photos, 8 4x6 photos . -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F117 2nd Floor . -- ca. 1980's . -- 6 4x6 photos . -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F118 Bridal Show [location unknown] . -- ca. 1980's . -- 12 4x6 photos . -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F119 2nd Floor Fashion Show . -- ca. 1980's . -- 10 4x6 photos . -- Box Number
AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F120 2nd Floor china Department. -- 1980's. -- 8 4x6 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F121 In store Bridal Show, 2nd Floor China Department. -- 1985. -- 4 3.5 x 4.5 photos, 10 3.5x5 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F122 Construction on Carling Street. -- 1986. -- 2 3.5x5 photos, 5 4x6 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F123 12 Carling Street, former site of Carpet Warehouse. -- 1986. -- 1 4x6 photo. -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F124 Carling Street. -- 07-Oct-86. -- 3 4x6 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F125 Madeline Hanway Office Mgr - Retirement Party 2nd Floor of Store. -- 1987. -- 9 4x6 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F126 Norm Burdick Retirement Party. -- 1988. -- 5 4x6 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F127 Norm Burdick Retirement. -- 1988. -- Approx. 30 4x6 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F128 Plaque Ceremony, The London Public Library Board. -- 1988. -- Approx 50 4x6 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F129 Paint a Dream Fashion Show [Location not in store]. -- 1988. -- 12 4x6 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F130 Bridal Show - Western Fair. -- 1988. -- 15 4x6 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F131 Ontario Association of Architects Dedication - 2nd Floor of store. -- 1989. -- 12 4x6 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F132 2nd Floor Fashion Show. -- ca. late 1980's - early 1990's. -- 7 4x6 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F133 3rd Floor Furniture Department. -- ca. 1990's. -- 7 4x6 photos, Note: "Before Gibbard Furniture closed in 2007". -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F134 2nd Floor New Carpet Installed. -- 1990. -- 4 4x6 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F135 Home and Garden Show - Western Fair. -- April. 1990. -- 5 4x6 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F136 4th Floor China Department Opening Celebration. -- 1990. -- Approx 40 4x6 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F137 Peggy Nozen's Retirement. -- June. 1991. -- 4 4x6 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F138 Cooper Furniture Showroom Sale on 2nd Floor. -- 1992. -- 1 4x6 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F139 Cooper Furniture Showroom Sale. -- 15-Feb-92. -- 3 4x6 photos, Note: "Entire showroom purchased from Cooper Bros., sale held on 2nd Floor of Store. -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F140 127th Aniversary Sale. -- 1992. -- 7 4x6 photos, Note: "GM Car on
teacups, Main Floor, Carling Street". -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F141 Aileen Ferguson's Retirement Party. -- 17-Feb-92. -- 4 4x6 photos, Note: "4th floor Staff Room". -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F142 Shamrock Fairy visits the Notions Dept on Main Floor. -- 1992. -- 1 4x6 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F143 Mary Wilmont's Retirement, 3rd Floor Staff Room. -- 14-Jun-05. -- 3 4x6 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F144 Busker Fest Downtown London. -- July 23-25, 1992. -- 8 4x6 photos, Note: Fred Kingsmill's Music Box Collection on display, Main Floor. [In this case Fred= George Frederick Kingsmill]. -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F145 Tea Room 2nd Floor. -- 1992. -- 10 4x6 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F146 LFP Event in Store. -- Dec-93. -- Approx 15 4x6 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F147 November Night Christmas Shopping Party. -- 1999. -- 6 4x6 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F148 Warner Hardware Fire. -- 12-Jan-01. -- 8 4x6 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F149 Warner Hardware Fire - After (Office). -- 2001. -- 3 4x6 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F150 Warner Hardware Fire - After (Basement). -- 2001. -- 10 4x6 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F151 Warner Hardware Fire - After (Main and Kitchen Store). -- 2001. -- 30 4x6 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F152 Warner Hardware Fire - After (2nd Floor). -- 2001. -- Approx 15 4x6 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F153 Warner Hardware Fire - Temporary Storage, Pacific Court. -- 2001. -- 19 4x4 photos, 50 4x6 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-28


AFC 388-S6-F155 Warner Hardware Fire - After (3rd Floor). -- 2001. -- 4 4x4 photos, 30 4x6 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F156 Graffiti - Carling St. -- 2004. -- 4 4x6 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F157 Kitchen Store Display. -- Oct-05. -- 30 4x6 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F158 Henckel Knife Sharpening Event - Kitchen Store. -- 2005. -- 5 4x6 photos, Note: "A popular annual event". -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F159 May Staff Meeting, 2nd Floor of Store. -- 2006. -- Approx 30 4x6 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F160 Red Hat Society Event. -- 2006. -- 70 4x6 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F161 Door Open. -- 2006. -- 2 4x6 photos. -- Box Number AFC 388-28
AFC 388-S6-F162 Emile Henry Event- Kitchen Store . -- Apr-04. -- Approx 30 4x6 photos . -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F163 Book Signing - Main Floor, Fanny Goose . -- 2007. -- 3 4x6 photos . -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F164 Bedding Display, Dundas St. Display Case . -- 13-Jul-07. -- 4 4x6 photos . -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F165 On the Roof @ 130 Dundas Street, Fred and Tim Kingsmill . -- 2008. -- 7 4x6 photos . -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F166 Graffiti- Carling Street . -- 2008. -- 3 4x6 photos . -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F167 Fred Kingsmill's 80th Birthday Party . -- 18-Dec-08. -- 6 4x6 photos . -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F168 Home Store . -- 2010. -- 35 4x6 photos, Note: "Photos by Richard Bain" . -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F169 Home store Reno, Carling St. . -- 2009. -- 2 5x7 photos . -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F170 Julie Rae's Goodbye Party . -- 06-Apr-10. -- 9 4x6 photos . -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F171 Home Store Grand Opening with Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams . -- 13-Jun-10. -- Approx 35 4x6 photos . -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F172 London Business Achievement Award, London Convention Centre . -- 23-Mar -11. -- 16 4x6 photos . -- Box Number AFC 388-28

AFC 388-S6-F173 Staff photo taken in the 4th floor China Dept.. -- ca. 1988-1990. -- Box Number MC 6-3/4

AFC 388-S6-F174 Portable hard drive . -- 2016

Scope and Content
Contains duplicates of many physical copies of photos in collection, also has digital copies of advertisements and press clippings
AFC 388-S7 Ephemera.
ca. 1925-2014.
8 items

Scope and Content
This series contains pins, emblems and tags (predominantly military) that cannot be linked to one specific Kingsmill family member.

AFC 388-S7-F1 [Pins, Emblems and Tags]. -- ca. 1925 - 2014. -- 8 items. -- Box Number AFC 388-23/1
AFC 388-S8 Store Ephemera.
ca. 1894 - 2014.
52 items
10 volumes

Scope and Content
This series contains items directly related to either the running of or promotion of the store. There are a number of packaging and pricing materials, as well as commemorative pieces. Also included are merchandise books with Kingsmill's advertisements inside, and a book that survived the 1932 store fire.

AFC 388-S8- F41 [Kingsmill's Receipt Pad]. -- ca. 1950's - 1980's . -- Box Number AFC 388-17/23
AFC 388-S8-F1 [Kingsmill's reusable shopping bag]. -- ca. 2000's. -- 1 17x21 plastic bag. -- Box Number AFC 388-16/1
AFC 388-S8-F2 [Collapsible hat box top and bottom]. -- ca. 1960's. -- 1 18x24 plastic bag. -- Box Number AFC 388-16/2
AFC 388-S8-F3 [small Kingsmill's plastic shopping bag]. -- ca. 1980's -2014. -- Box Number AFC 388-16/3
AFC 388-S8-F4 [medium Kingsmill's plastic shopping bag]. -- ca. 1980's - 2014. -- Box Number AFC 388-16/4
AFC 388-S8-F5 [large Kingsmill's plastic shopping bag]. -- ca. 1980's - 2014. -- Top and bottom. -- Box Number AFC 388-16/5
AFC 388-S8-F6 [Kingsmill's tissue bag]. -- ca. 1970's-2014. -- Box Number AFC 388-16/6
AFC 388-S8-F7 [black foldable Kingsmill's box with gold detailing]. -- ca. 1990's - 2014. -- Top only, NOT foldable. -- Box Number AFC 388-16/7
AFC 388-S8-F8 [green and white foldable Kingsmill's box with black logo]. -- ca. 1970's - 1980's . -- Box Number AFC 388-16/8
AFC 388-S8-F9 [Kingsmill's tissue paper]. -- ca. 1980's - 2014 . -- Box Number AFC 388-16/9
AFC 388-S8-F10 [Kingsmill's Limited of London, Famous Style & Quality for Over 92 Years [brown box lid]. -- ca. 1957. -- Box Number AFC 388-16/10
AFC 388-S8-F11 [Kingsmill's reusable shopping bag]. -- ca. 2000's. -- Box Number AFC 388-16/11
AFC 388-S8-F12 [Collapsible hat box top and bottom]. -- ca. 1960's. -- Box Number AFC 388-16/12
AFC 388-S8-F13 [white Kingsmill's box, top and bottom]. -- ca. 1990's-2010's. -- Box Number AFC 388-16/13
AFC 388-S8-F14 [black foldable Kingsmill's box]. -- ca. 1990's-2010's. -- Box Number AFC 388-16/14
AFC 388-S8-F15 [blue Kingsmill's box lid]. -- ca. 1980's - 2010's. -- Box Number AFC 388-16/15
AFC 388-S8-F16 [white Kingsmill's box lid]. -- ca. 1980's - 2010's. -- Box Number AFC 388-16/16
AFC 388-S8-F17 [white Kingsmill's box, top and bottom]. -- ca. 1980's - 2010's. -- Box Number AFC 388-16/17

AFC 388-S8-F18 [white Kingsmill's box, top and bottom]. -- ca. 1980's - 2010's. -- Box Number AFC 388-16/18

AFC 388-S8-F19 [blue and white Kingsmill's tea towel]. -- 2014. -- 1 ceramic dish wrapped in tissue and bubble wrap, Inscription: "Theodore Haviland, Limoges, France for Kingsmill's Ltd". -- Box Number AFC 388-17/1

AFC 388-S8-F20 [red and white Kingsmill's tea towel]. -- ca. 1970's - 2014. -- 1 wooden box, "Lane, presented by Kingsmill's"; 2 Kingsmill's clothing tags (blank) / Cheque from The Royal Bank to Kingsmill's Limited for $16.13 / Cheque from The Dominion Bank to Kingsmill's Ltd. for $95.00 / Cheque from The Bank of Toronto to Kingsmill's Limited for $12.20 / Cheque from The Canadian Bank of Commerce to Kingsmill's Limited for $5.95 / Cheque from The Huron & Erie Mortgage Corporation to Kingsmill's Ltd. for $30.00 / Cheque from Bank of Montreal to Kingsmill's Limited for $5.00 dollars / Kingsmill's missed delivery card / Ontario Furniture Limited Tag / Kingsmill's Courtesy Identification Cards/ Kingsmill's "Proudly Canadian" pin / Latella's Ethan Allen Furniture keychain / Kingsmill's keychain/ Kingsmill's bookmark. -- Box Number AFC 388-17/2

AFC 388-S8-F21 [canvas Kingsmill's bag]. -- ca. 1990's - 2014. -- 1 cardboard jewellery box, sticker reads: "Kingsmills 100 Anniversary". -- Box Number AFC 388-17/3

AFC 388-S8-F22 [Limoges dish]. -- ca. 1894-1931. -- Box Number AFC 388-17/4

AFC 388-S8-F23 [wooden box]. -- ca. 1937-2014. -- Box Number AFC 388-17/5

AFC 388-S8-F24 [Kingsmill's jewellery box]. -- ca. 1965. -- Box Number AFC 388-17/6

AFC 388-S8-F25 [Cardboard profit charts/wheels]. -- ca. 1960's - 1980's. -- Box Number AFC 388-17/7

AFC 388-S8-F26 [Advertisement for design home/ Kingsmill's website]. -- ca. 1990's - 2014. -- Box Number AFC 388-17/8

AFC 388-S8-F27 [Kingsmill's adress-stamped envelope]. -- ca. 1980's - 2014. -- Box Number AFC 388-17/9

AFC 388-S8-F28 [Strip of adding/debit paper]. -- ca. 1950's - 1980's. -- 9 slips. -- Box Number AFC 388-17/10

AFC 388-S8-F29 [Kingsmill's wedding registry promotional materials]. -- ca. 1990's - 2014. -- Box Number AFC 388-17/11

AFC 388-S8-F30 Kingsmill's 125th Anniversary Cookbook. -- ca. 1990. -- 4 joined yellow tags, 5 pairs of joined brown tags. -- Box Number AFC 388-17/12

AFC 388-S8-F31 [Kingsmill's missed delivery slip]. -- ca. 1940's - 1960's. -- 2 rolls. -- Box Number AFC 388-17/13

AFC 388-S8-F32 Kingsmill's Mailing List Request. -- ca. 1990's - 2014. -- Box Number AFC 388-17/14

AFC 388-S8-F33 Kingsmill's Price Tags. -- ca. 1990's - 2014. -- 2 tags. -- Box Number AFC 388-17/15

AFC 388-S8-F34 [Rolls of hangable price tags]. -- ca. 1960's-2000's. -- 6 strips. -- Box Number AFC 388-17/16

AFC 388-S8-F35 [roll of price tags]. -- ca. 1990's-2014. -- Box Number AFC 388-17/17
AFC 388-S8-F36 "Dolly" name tag. -- ca. 1980's-2014. -- Box Number AFC 388-17/18

AFC 388-S8-F37 [Strips of hangable price tags]. -- ca. 1980's - 2014. -- Box Number AFC 388-17/19

AFC 388-S8-F38 [leaflet for Kingsmill's website]. -- ca. 1990 - 2014. -- Box Number AFC 388-17/20

AFC 388-S8-F39 [blank Kingsmill's card]. -- ca. 1990's - 2014. -- 2 notepads [1 pad that split along the top]. -- Box Number AFC 388-17/21

AFC 388-S8-F40 [blank Kingsmill's postcard]. -- ca. 1980's-2014. -- Box Number AFC 388-17/22

AFC 388-S8-F42 [Kingsmill's Limited "Remarks" Notepads]. -- ca. 1940's - 1950's. -- Box Number AFC 388-17/24

AFC 388-S8-F43 [Kingsmill's keychain]. -- ca. 1970's - 2014. -- Box Number AFC 388-17/25

AFC 388-S8-F44 [Kingsmill's 125th Anniversary pin]. -- ca. 1990. -- Box Number AFC 388-17/26


AFC 388-S8-F46 [plastic bag of peel n'stick labels]. -- ca. 1950's - 2014. -- Box Number AFC 388-17/28

AFC 388-S8-F47 [booklet of Kingsmill's Ltd. Business cards]. -- ca. 1920-1950. -- Box Number AFC 388-17/29

AFC 388-S8-F48 [small box, addressed to "Mr. Kingsmill, Can. Customs, London, Ont."] . -- 1960's - 2000's. -- Box Number AFC 388-17/30

AFC 388-S8-F49 [small box addressed to G. Fred Kingsmill, Kingsmill Ltd., London, Ont.]. -- June 25,1938. -- Lace [handkerchief?] on black backing inside gold frame with glass cover . -- Box Number AFC 388-17/31

AFC 388-S8-F50 Calendar Wallhanging, Kingsmill's 125th Anniversary 1865-1990. -- ca. 1990's. -- [Fragile] Kingsmill's advertisements inside front and back covers. -- Box Number AFC 388-17/32

AFC 388-S8-F51 Advance Order Notice . -- ca. 1940's - 1960's . -- [Fragile] Inscription inside front page: "This Book came from Kingsmills Fire in 1932 taken out by W.T. Aldridge while working there". -- Box Number AFC 388-17/33

AFC 388-S8-F52 A Christmas Souvenir From T.F. Kingsmill The Great Dry Goods Carpet House Of The West London, Ont. . -- ca. mid - late 1800's . -- [Fragile] Kingsmill's advertisements inside front and back covers. -- Box Number Side10/Section10/Shelf1

AFC 388-S8-F53 Aesop's Fables by Harrison Weir, John Tenniel, Ernest Griset and Others. -- ca. 1892. -- [Fragile] Kingsmill's advertisements inside front and back covers. -- Box Number AFC 388-18/1

AFC 388-S8-F54 Holy Bible (placed in this hotel by the "Gideons"). -- ca. 1920's-1930's. -- [Fragile] Kingsmill's advertisements inside front cover . -- Box Number AFC 388-18/2

AFC 388-S8-F55 Before the Mast: A Personal Narrative of Life At Sea by R.H. Dana, Jr. . -- ca. 1892. -- [Fragile] Kingsmill's advertisements inside front and back cover . -- Box Number AFC 388-18/3

AFC 388-S8-F56 Tom Brown's School Days by Thomas Hughes. -- ca. 1892. -- [Fragile]
Kingsmill's advertisements inside front and back cover . -- Box Number AFC 388-18/4

AFC 388-S8-F57 Romola by George Eliot (Vol. I). -- ca. 1920’s-1940’s. -- Box Number AFC 388-18/5

AFC 388-S8-F58 The Story of Antony Grace by G. Manville Fenn. -- ca. 1992. -- Box Number AFC 388-18/6

AFC 388-S8-F59 Man in the Iron Mask: A Historical Romance by Alexander Dumas. -- ca. 1892. -- Box Number AFC 388-18/7

AFC 388-S8-F60 Guest Book. -- May 12. 2014. -- Box Number AFC 388-18/8

AFC 388-S8-F61 Guest Book. -- March, 2014. -- Box Number AFC 388-18/9

AFC 388-S8-F62 Our Story, 1865-2014, Kingsmill's. -- ca. 2014-2016. -- Box Number AFC 388-18/10

AFC 388-S8-F63 T.F. Kingsmill Button. -- ca. late 1800's - 1920. -- Box Number AFC 388-17/34
This series includes documents, photographs, magazines, promotional materials and items related to the history of the Kingsmill family as a whole.

AFC 388-S9-F1 Bellevue Park Farm. — ca. 1902-1960's. — 1 3.5x3.5 photo, 1 3.25x5, 1 4x5 photo, 4 3.5x5 photo, 4 3.5x5.25 photo, 1 4.75x6.75 photo, 9 5x7 photos, 2 6.25x8.25 photos, Work order, press clippings, Adressed envelope. — Box Number AFC 388-11/21

AFC 388-S9-F2 Western. — ca. 1960-2012. — 1 3.75x5.75 photo, 2 3.75x6 photo, 1 3.5x5.5 photo, 1 4x4.5 clipping. — Box Number AFC 388-11/22

AFC 388-S9-F3 Kingsmill Family Tree. — ca. 1993. — Box Number MC 6-10/5


AFC 388-S9-F6 First UWO Buildings Were Started 40 Years Ago. — ca. 1964. — Re: Sale of Kingsmill Farm to UWO. — Box Number AFC 388-11/24

AFC 388-S9-F7 University College a Focal Point. — December 2. 1995. — Re: Sale of Kingsmill Farm to UWO. — Box Number AFC 388-25/11


AFC 388-S9-F9 The Daily Free Press London. ONT, Friday, June 20, 1890 (Double Wedding Announcement). — June 20, 1890. — Photocopy of original page - 18.25x26.5. — Box Number AFC 388-11/26

AFC 388-S9-F10 Orchard Park Through the Ages. — 1983. — Box Number AFC 388-11/27

AFC 388-S9-F11 The Original Kingmill Records [British and Canadian geneology] [1/4]. — 1985. — Box Number AFC 388-11/28


AFC 388-S9-F14 The Original Kingmill Records [British and Canadian geneology] [4/4]. — 1985. — Box Number AFC 388-11/31

AFC 388-S9-F15 Canadian Geographic Journal. — Dec-36. — Box Number AFC 388-11/32

AFC 388-S9-F16 London Centennial - Celebrate With Us. — 1955. — Box Number AFC 388-11/33
AFC 388-S9-F17 Growing to Serve...A History of Victoria Hospital. -- 1985. -- Box Number AFC 388-11/34

AFC 388-S9-F18 University of Guelph . -- ca. 1913 - 1990's . -- Box Number AFC 388-11/35

AFC 388-S9-F19 Kingsmill Marriage Records . -- 2011. -- Box Number AFC 388-11/36

Scope and Content
Photocopies and printouts of originals

AFC 388-S9-F20 Press Clipping re: Kingsmill Food Co. Ltd. . -- March 31, 1983. -- Box Number AFC 388-26/9

AFC 388-S9-F21 Academic Essays and Histories on Kingsmill's. -- 1978-2011. -- Box Number AFC 388-11/37

AFC 388-S9-F22 Letter from "Dad" to "My Dear Son". -- September 8, 1963. -- Box Number AFC 388-11/38

Scope and Content
While the writer and recipient are not completely clear, it is likely from George Frederick Kingsmill to his son Thomas Frederick Kingsmill given the note of "Send love to Claire and the kiddies".

---
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